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Class C Real-Time Control. The Class C networkis the least mature network, and consen-
sus of opinion on requirements does not yet exist. Experts cannot agree on many facets and
many of the requirements are controversial. Many automotive engineers believe that an ade-
quate statistical latency achievable with a bit-by-bit arbitration-based media access protocol
is sufficient for real-time distributed Class C multiplexing. Others believe a token-passing
media access protocol is required because a maximum latency is guaranteed, because with an
arbitration-based media access onlya statistical maximum latency is achievable. Therearestill
others who argue that both the arbitration-based and token-passing media access is not good
enoughfortightly looped distributed processing because both methods have too great a vari-
ation in latency time. They argue that a time-triggered media access method is required
because the network variations in latency should not affect tightly looped processing times.
Other factors such as required data rates and the physical media type also remain open.It is
clear that more research and developmentis required to resolve these questions.

26.2 ENCODING TECHNIQUES 

The data encoding technique‘hasa significant effect on the radiated EMI. In orderto achieve
the highest possible data rate,it is important to choose a data-encoding techniquethat has the
fewest transitions per bit with the maximum amountof time betweentransitions and bit-syn-
chronized so that invalid bit testing can be effective. PWM,for example, has two transitions
per bit with % bit times between transitions. NRZ has a maximum ofonetransition per bit but
is increased to provide for synchronization. Some of the disk drive encoding techniques such
as modified frequency modulation (MFM) are synchronous with fewer than onetransition
perbit. (See Table 26.1 for a comparison chart of a selection of encoding techniques used in
vehicle multiplexing.)

The variable column in the table describes an attribute whereby the transmission time for
data byte is a variable quantity depending on the data value. VPWM and Bit-Stuf NRZ both
have variable byte repetition rate (data variability).

Some of the bit-encoding techniques synchronize on transitions that fall on or within the
bit boundaries. 10-bit NRZ, Bit-Stuf NRZ, and E-MANall employ addedtransitions for syn-
chronization (clock synchronization).
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TABLE 26.1 Comparison of Multiplexing Bit-Encoding Techniques

PWM VPWM=10-BitNRZ Bit-StufiNRZ L-MAN E-MAN MFM

Variable No Yes No Yes No No No

Synchronizing Yes Yes No No Yes No ‘Yes
Arbitrates Yes Yes ‘Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Transition/bit 2 1 $1.25 1.015 <2 $1.25 <1
Maxdata rate TAK 112K 13.5K 16.6 K 84K 135K 168K
dBV <PWM Base 9 11 14 5 1 15
Oscillator tolerance 429.2%  +29.2% +5.1% +9.7% +29.2% +9.7%  +10.7%

Integrity Perfect Good Fair Fair Perfect Fair Superb

 

All of the encoding techniques considered are capable of bit-by-bit arbitration. This is not
commonly recognized with some of the encoding techniques, e.g. MFM, and will be addressed
in Sec. 26.2.7 (arbitrates). Bit-by-bit arbitration is calculated on the numberoftransitions per
bit of data.

A suitable data-encoding technique should not generate excessive levels of EMI, andthis
consideration is a dominating challenge in making an encoding choice. The CISPR Standard*
is usually considered adequate.This factor determines the maximum allowable data rate of the
encoding technique, in order to maintain a level of EMI below the CISPR standard break
point, i-e.,-60 dBV at 500 kHz. The values predicted in Table 26.2 used the same technique
described in the nextsection.

Equation (26.1) in Fig. 26.10 can be used to predict’ the EMIlevels radiated by a single
wire in a vehicle wiring harness. The technique was usedto calculate and plot a Fourierseries
of a sample trapezoid wave to determine the values given in Table 26.2, The calculations
assumed a 10.4 Kbps data rate at a 42 percent factor of the minimum feature size (minimum
pulse width) to determine the rise time. Consider the trapezoidal wave shownin Fig.26.10.
The shortestrise time (42 percentof shortest pulse width), shortest pulse time, and fastest rep-
etition rate should yield the worst-case EMI in dBV. The actual measured EMIwill be a few
dBYbetter than the calculated dBV because the output driver frequency bandwidth doesact
as a low-passfilter [EMI below PWM (dBV < PWM)].

* CISPR/D/WG2(Secretariat) 19 Sept 1989 Radiated Emissions Antenna & Probe Test Documenthas been gener-
ally interpreted by most RF engineers to specify a break point at 500 kHz of -60 dBV.
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There are a numberof hardware constraints that affect network synchronization andoscil-
lator tolerance. The values given in Table 26.2 are calculated without considering these con-
straints because they are not generally considered a factor for evaluating encoding
techniques. For all encoding techniques, the same nominalbit rates or average bit rate, as in
the case of VPWM,was used. The small decrease in data rates for 10-Bit NRZ, Bit-Stuf NRZ,
and E-MAN,due to the addedbits for synchronization, is normally neglected; Le., Baud rate
was used.

The technique used by the receiver to detect a synchronizing transition plays a role in
determining oscillator tolerance. Many different sampling or integration techniques could be
used for a comparison, but for the sake of obtaining a reasonable judgment, for the encoding
techniques under consideration, a very simple pulse width counter technique was assumed. A
12.5 percent of minimum pulse width (PW min) was assumed for variability in integration
time (IT). The maximum time for synchronization waseither the maximum pulse width (nom-
inal) or time (nominal) between synchronization transitions.

Equation (26.2) in Fig. 26.11 yields the natural oscillator tolerance for the encoding tech-
nique. Figure 26.11 illustrates the maximum fast clock and minimum slow clock that can
determine the logic value, either a “1” or a “0”, for the symbol decoded by the symbol
decoder. The IT is the time of uncertainty in determining the pulse width. The example
demonstrated is for PWM encoding technique. All the other encoding techniques follow the
same method. The actual tolerance would be affected by the application and the specific hard-
ware used in the network. The variabilities introduced by the specific hardware will be needed
to adjust parameters in Eq. (26.2) in orderto find the final node oscillator tolerance.

|<———— PW max ————> | <—-PW min—>/|

Nominal Clock |
(Logic "1")

|<—PW min—>|<——-—— PW max —————> |

Nominal Clock |
(Logic "0")

|<—— PW max ——>|<-—PW min—>|

Fast Clock

(Logic "i")
|<—— PW min ——>|<—__—_——_—____ PW Max ——————_—_>|

Slow Clock | |
(Logic "0")

PW max — PW min -IT a1% =
Tol% PW max + PW min 100 (26.2)

FIGURE26.11 Exampleof oscillator tolerance calculations.

There are generally three types of oscillators used with vehicle multiplex circuits: quartz
crystal for very tight oscillator tolerances; ceramic resonators for low-cost, tight tolerances
and fast startup time; and RC oscillators for very low cost and very fast startup time at a very
loose oscillator tolerance.

The noise filter used is usually a digital filter or some type of sampling process. RCfilters
are usually not used because they are not precise enough.Forall of the encoding techniques,
a 12.5 percent of minimum pulse width was used for IT in calculating the oscillator tolerance.
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In a single-wire network, ground offsets between nodes cause an added received pulse-
width variability. This condition is especially acute when trapezoidal waveforms are used to
reduce EMI. Figure 26.12 illustrates the pulse-width timing (T) variability introduced by
ground offset. This pulse-width variability must be accounted for becauseit causes a reduction
in minimum pulse width and an increase in maximum pulse width, thus having the effect of
reducing oscillator tolerance.
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FIGURE26.12 Ground offset on pulse-width timing.

The output drivers are the source of another pulse-width variability. The effect is the same
as with ground offset only not nearly as acute. The problem is caused byline drivers used to
permit arbitration having a longer delay time when going from the active to passive state than
from a passive to active condition.

Data integrity is judged on a scale from poor,fair, good, superb, to perfect. Data integrity is
generally considered to be affected by the EMI. The ambient levels of EMIin a vehicle are
very low. This condition must remain in order to operate a communications receiver (con-
sumerradio) in a vehicle. The problem is that very high levels of “bursty” noise for a short
period at random intervals can completely disrupt multiplex communicationsfor the duration
of the noise. The only other effect of this bursty noise is a barely noticeable pop in the radio
speaker. During these events, data integrity is compromised. The accepted practice for data
communication (Class B) multiplexing is to simply detect this data corruption and throw out
the full message rather than try to recover the data. This practice is acceptable because the
amount of corrupted data compared to noncorrupted data is considered negligible, and/or can
be retransmitted without causing bus bandwidth problems.

A thorough noise immunity study is very complex, and the criteria for judging would con-
sider manyfactors. If something is known about the noise environmentand the detector hard-
ware, as is the case with the automotivesituation, a study of data integrity may be useful. For
the purpose of this discussion, assume that the criteria for judging which data-encoding
methodis acceptable is mainly dependenton its natural ability to detect corruption. Also,the
corruption detection ability is often determined by the interface hardware capability andits
message-handling protocol.

A numberofvalidation tests can be performed on the messagelevel. Bit-error algorithms
such as a parity bit, checksum, or CRC are the most commontest. Also, some protocols can
perform message length by either message type or defining the message length in the data.
These and other messagelevel tests are independentof the bit-encoding method and should
notinfluence data integrity of the bit-encoding technique.

The naturalability of the encoding technique to detect corruption is known as invalid bit
detection. Usually three types of data integrity factors are considered for vehicle multiplexing
because the effects of EMI environmentare basically known:

1. Low passfiltering. For this factor, the data bit is passed through a low passfilter,i.e., an
integrator; the longer the shortest pulse duration, the more effective the filtering.

2. The bursty noise detection test checks for a short duration of EMI.

3. Two independentdata bit tests confirm valid data. PWM,for example, has two unique sam-
ple periods per bit and both periods must complement each other.
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26.2.1 Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)

The PWM encoding technique® is composed of two sample periods or phases (T, and T;) per
bit, as shown by Fig. 26.13. PWM encoding has the advantage that the time per bit remains con-
stant, but has the disadvantage of generating more EMIbecause it has two transitionsperbit.
This time per phase of PWMalso affects the generated EMInoise and, to minimize the EMI
effect, one phase time is usually defined to be two times the other phase time in duration.

Active

Passive L_| LIL
| T, | T | | Ty | 2 |

Bit Logic Value "on Wye

FIGURE26.13 PWM encoded data.

Arbitration ofPWM. PWM hastheability to perform bit-by-bit arbitration. Figure 26.14 illus-
trates that a “0” bit dominates and takes priority when bit-by-bit arbitrating over a logic “1”.

Active

Logic "0" Bit |Passive

Active

Logic "1" bit |Passive

Results: Logic Active
"oO" has priority
over a logic "1" Passive

FIGURE26.14 A logic “0”arbitrating with a logic “1”.

Data Integrity ofPWM. Consider a hardware sampler that has the capability of detecting (1)
transition and (2) phase () every sample window,as shownin Fig. 26.15. The samplerstarts sam-
pling at a transition, then sequentially samples window 1, window 2, and then window 3.If a
transition is not detected by window3,then data has been corrupted and the messageis thrown
out. When this type of sampler is used for PWM encoded data the sampler would sample five
windows per bit and yield dual transition and phase information per bit. The transition and

“7-704
x

N\foN 
Window 1 2 3

Error 1+ ¢ X x
Short 0 1l1+¢ xX
Long 0 Oo 1+@¢

FIGURE26.15 A three-window sampler.
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phase information must be consistent for a correct PWM encoded data or corruption would be
assumed and the message will be thrown out. If at any time a transition of either phase is
detected in sample window1, the data has been corrupted and the messageis thrown out.

PWMencodingis judged to have very good “perfect”invalid bit-testing capabilities even
though the effectiveness of the low-passfilter is poor. Otherwise, it has two of the three (e-g.,
dual periods confirmation of data and burst noise) validation tests. PWM is “perfect” encod-
ing technique used in vehicle multiplexing when data integrity has the highest priority. How-
ever, this encoding technique has multiple transitions per bit and would not allow operation
at data rates near the natural EMIlimits for single-wire or twisted pair transmission media.

26.2.2 Variable Pulse-Width Modulation (VPWM)

VPWM(sometimes referred to as VPW modulation) is a variation of PWM. Normal PWM
has two phases per bit as shown by Fig. 26.16. T; is illustrated as a passive short and T, as an
active long. This combinationis defined as a logic “0”bit. Notice that a logic “0”bit takes pri-
ority when arbitrating over the opposite pattern of a passive long and an active short.

bit n-1 —>|<—— bit n —>|<-— bit n+1

Passive

| TT, | T, |

FIGURE 26.16 A PWM encoded logic “(0)”bit.

Oneof the most attractive features ofVPWMis that the pulse-width variability introduced
by factors such as ground offset and output driver timing variabilities can be added to the
pulse-width timing without severely reducing the oscillator tolerance.

Arbitration of VPWM. VPWMencodeseach phase as a databit. Figure 26.17 illustrates a
passive short arbitrating with a passive long. Figure 26.18 illustrates an active long arbitrating
with an active short. In both cases, a logic “O” takes priority over a logic “1” bit. Therefore,
arbitration using VPWM data encoding can be achieved.

A passive Short Active

is defined as a | |
logic "0" bit Passive

A passive long Active
is defined as a

logic "1" bit Passive

Results: A passive Active

short has priority |
over a passive long Passive

FIGURE26.17 A passive short arbitrating with a passive long.

VPWM is utilized by SAE J1850; i.e., it uses a pulse width of 64 us for a short and 128 us
for a long and approximates the same average data rate (10.4 Kbps) as regular PWM using a
pulse width of 32 us for a short and 64 us for a long. The VPWM minimum pulse width for a
short is 64 [ts and permitsa rise time of 16 us for T as illustrated in Fig. 26.12. Compare this
rise time to conventional PWM wherea 32-us short permits only an 8-s rise time, The result
of the proportionally longer rise time and wave shaping is an approximate 9-dBV improve-
ment in EMI over PWM.The disadvantage of VPWM encodingis that the data rate per byte
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An active long Active

is defined as a |
logic "0" bit Passive

An active short Active
is defined as a

logic "1" bit Passive

Results: An active Active

long has priority
over an active short Passive

FIGURE26.18 An active long arbitrating with an active short.

transmitted will vary in time depending on the data value. The microcomputer interfacing
transmitter/receiver polling rate with VPWM is required to be less than = 512 us per byte,
whereas with PWM,less than ~ 768 ps per byte is required.

Data Integrity of VPWM. VPWMhas gooddata integrity by sampling up to three times
every pulse width as shown in Fig. 26.15. The sampler is designed to detect a transition and
phase (@) every sample window and have an average numberof 2.5 samplesperbit. If at any
time a transition of either phase is detected in sample window1, the data has been corrupted
and the messageis thrown out.

The sampling sequenceis initiated by a transition of either phase. A short symbolis then
sensed by not detecting a transition (0) in window 1 and detecting a transition (1 + 6) and
properphase in window 2. Sampling in window3is a “don’t care”(X), because samplingis ter-
minated and the procedure is repeated. Window3 is actually window 1 on the next sampling
sequence.

A long symbolis likewise sensed by not detecting a transition (0) in window 1 or 2 and
detecting a transition (1 + o) and proper phase in window3.

The proper phase detection, when a transition is sensed, is used to ensure that the
sequence does not get scrambled. It is also used to define which logic level, “1” or “0”, has
been received.

VPWMhasbeen judged to have “good”data integrity because low-passfiltering of the data
pulse width is good. Every transitionis validated by an error-sampling window,and pulse dura-
tion measurementsare validated by the proper phasetest, i.e., two of the three invalid bit tests.

26.2.3 Standard 10-Bit NRZ

This is an asynchronousserial I/O (standard UART)10 bits-per-byte of data. A start bit and a
stop bit are added to provide data byte synchronization. The standard UARTused in RS232
is bit-ordered least significant bit (LSB) first. Figure 26.19 illustrates this 10-bit NRZ wave-
form. Vehicle multiplex networks that use 10-bit NRZ makeuse of the available hardware
that have this asynchronousI/O,i.e., the serial communications interface (SCI) available on
many microcomputers.

START DATA STOP

 
FIGURE26.19 A 10-bit NRZ waveform (LSBfirst).
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Arbitration of 10-Bit NRZ. Figure 26.20 illustrates 28H from transmitter #1 arbitrating
with 44H from transmitter #2. An active “0”is defined to win arbitration over a passive “1”.
Take note that bus has a 28H onit and, therefore, transmitter #2 shuts off its output whenit
tries to transmit bit #2. This loss of arbitration action is the usual method employedbyall arbi-
trating protocols.

1
XMIT #1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 QO

oO

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1

XMIT #2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
0

QO QO 0 1 0 1 Q 0
1

BUS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
0

FIGURE26.20 Arbitration of a 10-bit NRZ network.

Data Integrity of 10-Bit NRZ. The bit-synchronized sampling technique used for PWM
and VPWMcould be used for 10-bit NRZ encoded data, but it would be much more complex
because it could be guaranteed to synchronize only on the stop-to-start transition. It would
not sample only onebit, it may have to sampleall eight. The normal techniqueis to use a start
bit detector to sense a valid start bit and then sampleall eight of the data bits sequentially.

As with all decoding techniques, the data is passed through a low-passfilter. However,fil-
tering for NRZ is very effective because of the long data pulse duration. 10-bit NRZ encod-
ing has been judged to have “fair” data integrity, mainly because the addition of a transition
between the stop bit and start bit is not unique in the sequence and the detector hardware
could get scrambled. Adding an invalid bit detection for bursty noise between data bits would
improvethe data integrity, but it could not validate every bit.

26.2.4 Bit-Stuf NRZ

Bit-stuffing is another way of synchronizing NRZ encoded data. The conceptis to insert a bit
(.e., two transitions) after a specified number(X)ofbits of contiguous “1” or “O”bits andif the
X + 1 bit is the same logical value as the other contiguousbits. The proper numberof contigu-
ousbits is chosen as a compromise betweenthe oscillator tolerance and the generated EMI. The
higher the number of contiguousbits before inserting a stuff-bit, the better the synchronizing
oscillator tolerance must be, but the lower the EMI.Thereis also a receiver decoding complex-
ity consideration with bit-stuf NRZ. Figure 26.21 illustrates waveform used by CANfor X = 5.

The numberof stuff-bits in a frame is dependent on the data value, and the transmission
time for a data byte is a variable quantity depending on this data value. A numberofthe fac-
tors used to evaluate bit-stuf NRZ require a knowledge of the average numberof data bytes
per stuff-bit (see Fig. 26.22). This average number can be derived because the nature of a data
bit in a message has equal probability of being a “1” or “0”.

Arbitration of Bit-Stuf NRZ. As with all arbitrating encoding methods, the bit-stuf NRZ
transmitter utilizes a driver that has an active state anda passive state, thereby supportingbit-
by-bit arbitration.
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ORIGINAL BIT STREAM ofafo ofa 12222 afo of:]o 0 of:
(TRANSMITTER)

Sixth Contiguous "1"

BIT STREAM ON BUS ofa]o 0/2 12 2 a]o[1 afo ofalo o of3|
L Opposite Bit "Stuffed" in Stream

ORIGINAL BIT STREAM 0/11/00 000 0/1 11;0 0/1/00 0 O;1

(TRANSMITTER)
Sixth Contiguous "0"

BIT STREAM ON BUS ofa]o oo o ofzjo[a 2 alo ofalo o of3
L Opposite Bit "Stuffed" in Stream

FIGURE26.21 NRZ bit-stuffing.

The probability of there being a stuff-bit before 8; in the
stuffing algorithm where X =5is as follows:

Bor Bye ee B, ee Bh-1

0 when_ i<s
P; *|1/32 when i =5

1/64 wheni>s

F(N) = No. of BYTES/STUF
 

F(N) = _—* where
yp n=WNo. of Bits
s° N= 3 = No. of Bytes

lim F(N) = 8N wo

F(12) = 8.348

FIGURE26.22 Derivation of average numberof stuff-bits.

Data Integrity Bit-Stuf NRZ._ The bit-synchronized six-window sampling technique illus-
trated in Fig. 26.23 could be used for bit-stuf NRZ encoded data and would be guaranteed to
synchronize on the stuff-bit. It must accommodate sampling from oneto five data bits sequen-
tially. All bits of data prior to sampling a transition are assigned the same logic level as the
level detected by transition and phase detector. If transition is detected in window #1, which
is due to bursty noise, the message would be thrown out. This detector could somewhat
improvethe dataintegrity, but it could not validate every bit. As with all decoding techniques,
the data is passed through a low-pass filter. However,filtering for NRZ is very effective
because of the long data pulse duration.

Bit-Stuf NRZ encoding has been judged to have “fair” data integrity, mainly because the
addition of a synchronizing stuff bit is not unique in the sequence and the detector hardware
could get scrambled.
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TOP WT TT UT TPE TTA

SUNTRUSRL 
Window 1 2 3 4 5 6

Data Dy Det Da+2 Da+3 Dass

Error 1+@ x x xX xX x
Bit 1 0 1l+¢ x x x x
Bit 2 0 0 1+¢ x x x
Bit 3 0 0 0 1+¢ xX xX
Bit 4 0 0 0 0 1it+¢ xX
Bit 5 0 0 0 0 0 1+¢

FIGURE26.23 A six-window sampler.

26.2.5 L-Manchester(L-MAN)

The L-MANencoding technique is composed of two sample periods of opposite phases per
bit, as shown by Fig. 26.24. L-MANencoding has the advantage that the time per bit remains
constant, but has the disadvantage of generating more EMIbecauseit can have an average of
one-and-a-half and maximum of twotransitionsperbit.

CLOCK | |
| |

Active | |

Passive | |

Bit Logic Value won nyH

FIGURE26.24 L-MANencoded synchronizing bits.

A transition from active to passive level will be decodedasa logic “0”andatransition from
passive to active level will be decodedas a logic “1”. A synchronizing transition is always gen-
erated in the center of the bit period but may not be generated at the beginning of a bit
period, depending on the data. Asillustrated by Fig. 26.25, when there is a “0” to “1” or “1”to
“0” data sequence the transition is not generated.

CLOCK

Active

Passive
Data 0 1 1 0 oO 0 1 0

 
FIGURE 26.25 One byte of L-MANencoded data.
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Active | Arbitration of L-MAN. Figure 26.26 illus-
. trates how a logic “0”arbitrating with a logic

Passive | “1” always wins arbitration. This situation is

xmit #1 Logic Value | tom | true because the active portion of the signal
overrides the passive portion and also shuts

Active | off the output of the passive contender
Xmit #2 before it would becomeactive.
Passive |

. . Data Integrity of L-MAN. Consider a
Xmit #2 Logic Value ee | three-window sampler that has the capability
Active | of detecting a transition (1) and phase ()

every sample window as shownin Fig.26.15.Passive Ly The circuit starts sampling at a transition and
then sequentially samples window 1, window

Bus Logic Value | "0" | 2and then window 3.If a transition is not
FIGURE 26.26 A logic “0” arbitrating with a logic Cetected by window 3, then data has been
ey. corrupted and the message is thrown out.

When this type of sampler is used for L-
MANencodeddata, the sampler would sam-

ple four to five windowsper bit and yield complementary transition and phase information
per bit. If D, and D,,, have the samelogic level—.e., “1s” or “Os”—then a transition must not
occur at the bit boundary or a corrupted data would be assumed and the message will be
thrownout.If at any time a transition of either phase is detected in sample window1, the data
has been corrupted and the message is thrown out.

L-MANencoding is judged to have very good “perfect” invalid bit-testing capabilities
even though the effectiveness of the low-passfilter is poor. Otherwise, it has two of the three
validation tests: dual validation of data by proper periodsat the bit boundary and bursty noise
test every bit. L-MAN has “perfect” encoding technique used in vehicle multiplexing when
data integrity has the highest priority. However, this encoding technique has multiple transi-
tions per bit and would not allow operation at data rates near the natural EMIlimits for sin-
gle-wire or twisted pair transmission media.

26.2.6 E-Manchester (E-MAN)

E-Manchester, or enhanced manchester, utilizes an L-Manchester encoded data bit for syn-
chronization combined with three bits of NRZ encoded databits. Figure 26.24illustrates the
L-Manchester synchronizing bit values and Fig. 26.27 is an illustration of four bits of EMAN
encoded data.

Clock

Bit Logic | | | | |
Value "wo wpe wow wz

| NRZ | NRZ {| NRZ | MAN |

Passive

FIGURE26.27 Fourbits of E-MANencoded data bits.

Arbitration of E-MAN. When arbitrating, an active (logic “O”) takes priority over the
opposite pattern (logic “1”) for both the NRZ bits and the MAN encoded synchronization
bit. This domination of a logic “0” over a logic “1” is easily understood for the NRZ encoded
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portion of an E-MANencodedbyte. The dominanceof a logic “OQ” synchronization bit, which
seems confusing, can be easily realized by considering the fact that the active portion of the
signal overrides the passive portion and also shuts off the output of the passive contender
before it would becomeactive.

The main advantage of E-MAN over PWM or VPWMisthat the shortest pulse width at
10.4 Kbpsis = 76.8 us, and permits a 42 percentrise time of 32.3 us compared to a 32 us short
and 13 us rise time with conventional PWM.Theresult of the proportionally longerrise time
and wave shaping is an approximate 11-dbV improvement in EMI over PWM. Another
advantage of E-MAN over VPWMis that the data rate per byte transmitted is constant. The
microcomputer transmitter/receiver polling rate with E-MANis required to be a constant of
less than ~ 768 1s per byte.

Data Integrity ofE-MAN. If the same sampling technique is used for E-MANaswas used
for the bit-stuf NRZ case,it is capable of detecting (1) a transition and (2) a phase (@) every
sample window. The E-MAN sampling hardware can sample upto six times every pulse width
as shownin Fig. 26.23.

The sampling sequenceis initiated by a transition of either phase.If there is a transition (1
+ ©) in window2, then the value of D, is determined by the logic level and phase.

If there is a transition (1 + ©) in window 3 in the sampling sequence, then D, = D,,,, and is
determined by the logic level and phase.If thereis a transition (1 + ) in window4 in the sam-
pling sequence, then D, = D,.1 = D,+2 and is determined by the logic level and phase.

If there is a transition (1 + 6) in window5 in the sampling sequence, then D,, = Djs; = Dns
2 and is determinedby the logic level and phase. The value of D,,,3 1s determined by the phase
() because it is the L-MANencodedbit and will be confirmed by a transition (1 + 6) in win-
dow 2 on the following sampling sequence.

If thereis a transition (1 + 6) in window 6 in the sampling sequence, then D, = Drs, = Dns
2 and is determined by the logic level and phase. The value of D,,.; is determined by the phase
() because it is the L-MAN encodedbit.

The L-MANencodedbit is not unique in the sequence and the detector hardware must
keep track of where the L-MANbit should be, because if a transition (1 + ©) for the L-MAN
encodedbit falls in a window other than window6, then the value of D,,.3; is determined by
the phase (6) of the transition.

E-MANencoding has been judged to have “fair” data integrity, mainly because the L-
MANencodedbit is not unique in the sequence and the detector hardware could get scram-
bled. If a transition is detected in window 1, an invalid bit was detected, which helps data
integrity but it could not validate every bit. As with all decoding techniques,the data is passed
through a low-passfilter. However, filtering for E-MANis very effective because of the long
data pulse duration.

26.2.7 Modified Frequency Modulation (MFM)

Modified frequency modulation (MFM), a modulation technique developed duringthelatter
1960s, was used in disk drives and is adaptable to vehicle multiplexing. The advantage of using
the MFM encoding techniqueis that it would be synchronous with an average of 0.75 and a
maximum of 1 transition per bit. The encoding technique permits a transition rise time that
can be maximized and wave-shapedto significantly reduce EMI. Disk drives have a similar
requirement where the modulation technique allows pulses to be recorded onadisk at maxi-
mum density. The diagram shown in Fig. 26.28 demonstrates one method of applying MFM
encoding technique to a data communication network.

The rule for encoding simply causes a transition at the data time when the dataat that time
slot is a logic “1”. A transition Is also generated at the clock time slot when the data before and
after the time slot wasa logic “OQ”(or two “0”s in a row).
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Bit #
Time Cc
Data

Waveform |
D = Data Pulse Cc = Clock Pulse

c c Cc c c c c cPoN FOO oun Poe oUwW OUN oUP HOO

FIGURE 26.28 MFM encodedbyte of data.

Arbitration of MFM. A requirement for vehicle multiplexing is that the data from one
device shall bit-by-bit arbitrate with the data from another device. The arbitration bit-order-
ing is defined MSBfirst, and 00H hasthe highest priority. To support arbitration, the output
driveris defined and designed to have an activestate that has priority over a passive state. Fig-
ure 26.29 demonstrates the four encoding rules that can be used to generate a waveform “A”
that always winsarbitration.

Rule 1 - Waveform "A": Waveform "B"

If the previous bit was Active
a passive "0", coding the Passive i
next bit as a "0" will Waveform "A" 0 0

always dominate. Active ofPassive

Results "A" Wins Arbitration ee

Rule 2 - Waveform "A"; Waveform "B"

If the previous bit was Active nnaean active "0", coding the Passive
next bit as a "1" will Waveform "A" 0 1

always dominate. Active —...Passive

Results "A" Wins Arbitration L_

Rule 3 - Waveform "A": Waveform "B"
If the previous bit was Active —
a passive "i", coding the Passive
next bit as a "1" will Waveform "A" 1 1
always dominate. Active —

Passive Lf

Results "A" Wins Arbitration |
ec D ¢€ D ¢€

Rule 4 - Waveform "A": Waveform "B" 1 1
If the previous bit was Active
an active "1", coding the Passive JLe
next bit as a "0" will Waveform "A" 1 0
always dominate. Active

Passive ——!

 
Results "A" Wins Arbitration —_]

FIGURE26.29 The four rules for winning arbitration.
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Assumethat the existence of four rules for winning arbitration demonstratesthat it is pos-
sible to convert data into a form that will correctly arbitrate. This assumption meansthat data
can be encoded into a different byte, which will have to be decoded back after arbitration.
Applying the four rules, the process required to code a “OQ”in the original byte to win, and a
“1”to lose,is: start with the MSB, move toward the LSB,ie., left to right. When encoding,
make sure all the “Os” encountered are of the type that will win arbitration, i.e., Rule 1 and 4.
Whena “1” is encountered make sure the type of “0”that will be following the previousbit
will win arbitration over the “1” in the presentbit, i-e., Rule 2 and 3. For each “1” encountered
in a row, make sure the other byte that has the samebits up to that point, but now has a “0”,
will win arbitration with that “0”.

Encoding and decoding of data into an MFM format can be accomplished by hardware in
the interface circuit. A two-step process is required. First the data bytes to be transmitted
must be translated into the correct form for arbitration using the rulesillustrated by Fig. 26.28.
The operation of the MFM encoder dependsona starting value of a dominant “1”, which is
provided by the start of frame (SOF).

After the data is translated into the correct form for arbitration, it can be encoded by the
circuit. The data is then ready to be transmitted by the I/O. The received data requires the
reverse sequenceof first decoding by the circuit and then translation into the correct binary
form. Translation can be accomplished by the circuit.

Data Integrity ofMFM. The MFM encodingreceiver samples up to four times every pulse
width whenstarting at a data transition, and up to three times every pulse width whenstart-
ing on a clock, as shownin Fig. 26.30.

--7~7 OTC TAI C4
‘“ ‘ a

a x x

= —_ = Ye _— =

Window 1 2 3 4

Clock Di, c Dati
Data c D,, c Dutt

Error 1+ x x x
Bit 1 0 l+¢ X xX
Bit 14 0 0 1+¢@ X
Bit 2 0 0 0 1+

FIGURE26.30 MFM dataintegrity capability.

The sampling sequenceis initiated by a transition of either phase. The sampler can detect
a transition (1 + ») of either phase in every sample window. The following sequences begin
with a transition in a data window:

1. If next 1+ in data window 1, then an error has been detected.

2. If next 1+ 6 in data window 2, then the value of D, = 1.

3. Ifnext 1+ in data window 3, then the value of D,, =0 and D,,., =0.

4. If next 1 + 6 in data window 4, then the value of D, =0 and D,,,=1.

 

The following sequences begin with a transition in a clock window:

1. Ifnext 1 + in clock window 1, then an error has been detected.

2. If next 1+ 6 in clock window 2, then the value of D,, =0 and D,,.,=0. 
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3. If next 1 + in clock window3, then the value of D, =Q and D,,.;=1.

4, If next 1 + in clock window 4, then an error has been detected.

MFM has been judged to have very good (“superb”) data integrity because, as with
VPWMencoding, every transition is validated by an error-sampling window and a proper
phasetest. Also, whentransitions fall in windows3 and 4 for data and in 2 and 3 for clock,the
value of two data bits is sensed. One sampling confirms the previous, thus improving data
integrity capability. With MFM decoding technique, the data is passed through a low-passfil-
ter. However,filtering for MFM is very effective because of the long data pulse duration.

26.3 PROTOCOLS 

Table 26.2 describes the protocol sections.’ These descriptions appear in the order in which
they are discussed for each protocol.

The following describes the intent of the various sections of the protocol characteristics.
The application section briefly identifies the applications for which the protocol was

designed to serve: military,aircraft, industrial, land vehicles, and trucks. The affiliation section
identifies the organization(s) that originally developed the protocol, specified the protocol, or
which now endorse the protocol.

The transmission media section describes the physical medium generally associated or
required by the given protocol: single-wire, dual-(parallel) wire, twisted pair, twisted pair with
shield, dual twisted pair, and fiber optics.

The physical interface section describes the basic circuitry used to connect the nodes to the
network. In somecases, the schematic of a typical interface may be shown. In others, a refer-
ence to a generally known interface technique may be made. This section may also include
additional data about aspects of the interface not readily shown. An example would be that
receiver nodes synchronize to the signal from a transmitting node, or that receiver nodes
adjust their receiver clock to the received data signal.

Thebit encoding section describes the way in whichthelogical bits,“1"s and “0”s,are trans-
lated into signals on the transmission medium by the physical interface (NRZ, PWM,and
MANCHESTER).

The network access section describes the method used to award the communication net-

work to one of the nodes for the transmission of a message: master/slave, token passing, and
CSMA/CD.

The message format section describes the fields that make up the basic message(s) used in
the protocol. This includes the order, name, andsizeofthefields.

The handshaking section describes the interaction of nodes within a network in order to
effect a transfer of data. This may include such things as negative and positive acknowledg-
ment, and in-message acknowledgment.

The error detection managementsection describes the types of errors the protocol detects
and the recovery techniquesit uses: wrong message length and CRC.

The fault tolerance section describes the ability of the protocol to continue operation, pos-
sibly at a degraded level, when various parts of the physical layer or medium of the network
on which the protocol is operating fails (i.e., node connections are broken, bus wires are
opened,bus wires are shorted to groundorto vehicle battery voltage).

The data rate section identifies the maximum data rate supported by the protocol.
The framing overhead section briefly shows the amount of nondata overhead,ie., framing

overhead,associated with the given protocol. If possible, the calculation of overhead is shown.
Because some protocols offer significantly different message formats and/or messagesizes,
several overhead calculations may be necessary to give an accurate picture of the range of the
protocol’s overhead requirements.
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The latency section describes the factors that affect the delay between the availability of a
message to be transmitted and the beginning of the reception of that message by the intended
receiver.

The power reduction section has general information about any modesof operation that
require less power than normal operation. As a minimum,this section identifies the lower
powerlevel(s). It also includes a brief description of the criteria used in transitioning to the
lower power mode(s) and to return to normal power mode. Someofthis information may be
device-version-specific and will be so identified.

26.3.1 Automotive Bit-Serial Universal Interface System (A-BUS)

Application/Affiliation. Designed for automotive applications by Volkswagen AG.

Transmission Media. Notspecified. Single-wire suggested.

Physical Interface. Not specified.

Bit Encoding. NRZ with eight samples/bit, which means each sample is 4th the length of
the bit. A valid bit has to have either four or six complementary samples (see Fig. 26.31). This
choice of either 4 or 6 matching samplesis a user selectable function.

 
& SAMPLES —————~_> |

cucioce—|| | PLELELILILELELI
IT SIGNALAaa

—<) VALIDMMMMKMMMO MxMHXKOR MxKOR MMMMOPER xXOHRPRE MXOPPRER oDeeet elePeREMIO
FIGURE26.31 NRZ with eight samples/bit.

Network Access. Network access is achieved by a contention process that occurs through
the end of the identifier field using a nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration operation.

Message Format. Message length is constant and consists of 1 start bit, 1 bit (NC/DAT)indi-
cating whetherit is a data message or a command message, an 11-bit identifier, 16 bits of data,
and 2 stop bits (STPO, STP1). Further detail is provided in Fig. 26.32. Two different types of
messages are possible: the data message and the command message. Command messages may
be used to ensure that a following commandwill not be accepted on the bus until the receiver
has read the command.The ABUSIC can be programmedin a waythat every following com-
mand will not be accepted on the bus until the master controller unit has read the command
last received. In this case, no commandsarelost.

Handshaking. Negative acknowledgmentby receiver after error is detected. Any receiving
device that notices a protocol error notifies all other bus members by pulling down the STP1
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BUS IDLE NC/DAT 

1} 2| il | 16 | 2 | 
START IDENTIFIER DATA STOP BUS IDLE

 é-

1D10| 109 [28 [207 [x06 [0s [24 |x03 [102 |1D2 IDO 

IDENTIFIER FIELD

p14|p13]pi2|p11|o10]p9[pe [p7 [Ps [ps[ps E Jo2[ou [po |
  

 
=e wn

 

DATA FIELD

STPO STP1

START BIT STOP FIELD

FIGURE 26.32 Message format.

bit. If the STP1 bit is low, the message is regarded as invalid by all members. There is no
required or dedicated positive acknowledgment.

Error Detection Management. The transmitter and receiver monitor the bus for errors. The
transmitter reads its own message back from the bus and comparesit with the message thatit
intended to send. The receiver detects four different types of code errors by sampling the bus
and whenit has not been possible to compare the samples.

Start-Bit Error. This occurs when it has not been possible to generate a start bit at the
beginning of the transmission process.

Transmit Error. A transmit error is monitored when, during a message transmission, the
value read back was not equal to the value sent outa total of Y times* consecutively between
the arbitration and STP1bit.

Receive Error. A receive error is monitored when, during a message reception, an error
has been detected a total of X times* consecutively prior to the STP1bit.

Short Circuit. This occurs when no logical “1” has been read for a period of 256 clock
pulses after a high to low transition.

Fault Tolerance. Not specified.

Data Rate. Maximum specified bit rate = 500 Kbps.

Framing Overhead. The message length is 31 bits; 16 of these are data. To transmit four
bytes of data, two messages must be sent. Using the formula:

OVERHEAD _ FRAMING
MESSAGE (FRAMING + DATA)

 

Approximate framing overhead/messagecalculated is: (15 + 15)/((15 + 16) + (15 + 16)) = 48%.

* X and Y are programmablevalues(to 8, 16, and 32). In the present implementation, these error occurrences are
stored in a status register and cause an interrupt. The sendertries to send a message for8 to 32 times beforeit is recog-
nized as an error.
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Latency. The ABUSprotocol uses nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration in contention to
determine bus access. In the case of two or more nodes beginning transmission simultane-
ously, the message with the highest priority will win the arbitration and continue transmission.
Asaresult, the maximum latency for the highest priority message is the numberofbits in the
maximum length message multiplied by the time per bit. A 31-bit message will require 64 us
at 500 Kbps. Lowerpriority messages may encounter additional delay in the event that they
lose arbitration. Their latency may be determinedbased ona statistical analysis of the system,
busload, priority, and other.

Power Reduction Mode. The power consumption of the ABUSIC can be reduced by using
the sleep mode. In this mode, the oscillator is turned off and the power consumption is
reduced to 10 to 100 uA. The sleep modeis initiated by the host microprocessor. The IC will
wakeup either by a reset or by busactivity, but will go through a reset in either case. After the
reset it will take about 50 msfor the oscillator to work properly;e.g., the first message works
as an “alarm clock,” which impliesit is not received completely.

26.3.2 Controller Area Network (CAN)

Application/Affiliation. Both standard (S) and extended (E) message formats are
intended for automotive in-vehicle applications. An ISO draft standard and an SAE Informa-
tion Report® have been published.

Transmission Media, Not specified. Most of the announced production-intent systems use
a wire-shielded or unshielded bus. Fiber optic systems using CAN have been demonstrated.

Physical Interface. User defined. One specific implementation is defined in Bosch presen-
tations and documents to ISO.

Bit Encoding. NRZ (Nonreturn to Zero) with bit-stuffing (see Fig. 26.33). Logic level is
constant for entire bit field, i-e., either “1” or “O”, and bit of opposite state is inserted into bit-
stream by a transmitter if five contiguous bits of the same state are seen. Receivers remove
the inserted bit from the bitstream,resulting in restoration of the original data stream. Imple-
mentations are programmable to allow either three or one samples per bit and specify the
location of samples withinabit.
 

    

 

      

  
ORIGINAL BIT STREAM 0/1]/0 0 LL111 14/0 o/1)0 0 0/1(TRANSMITTER)

Sixth Contiguous “1"

BIT STREAM ON BUS 0}1/0 0 11111]0/1 100 ol1Jo 0 of1|

L Opposite Bit "Stuffed" in Stream

FINAL BIT STREAM 0/1;0 0 111112140 ofifo 0 oft](RECEIVER)

    
    

"Stuffed" Bit Detected By Receiver

FIGURE26.33 NRZ bit-stuffing.

Network Access. Contention using nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration. Any node may
transmit if the busis idle. In the case of simultaneous transmissions, arbitration is resolved
through the value in the identifier field. The messagepriority is defined in the identifier. Each
message has a uniqueidentifier, and, as a result, a unique priority. These identifiers/priorities
are defined bythe user,i.e., the system designer.
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Message Format. ‘There are primarily three message types: data frame (see Fig. 26.34),
remote frame(see Fig. 26.35), error frame(see Fig. 26.36), and overload frame (usedin events
whereindividual node has not had complete time to store message, see Fig. 26.37).

  
 
 

   

 

Bus Inter
Idle |<———_—___—_—_——_—_ DATA FRAME ——_—_______—_—__>| Frame

Space

1) S#12-E=32 6 0 to 64 16 2 7 3

| L pata - Field | L End of FrameControl - Field Ack - Field
Arbitration - Field crc - Field

Start of Frame

FIGURE26.34 Data frame.

Bus Inter
Idle |<————_-—__— REMOTE FRAME ————————_->| Frame

Space

1| S=12-E=32 6 16 2 7 | 3

| L crc [ L End of Framecontrol Ack
Arbitration

Start of Frame

FIGURE 26.35 Remote frame.

Data Frame |<ERROR FRAME>| Inter Frame Space
6 0-6 8

. Error Delimiter 
\ part of Error FlagFrom Station Y

Error Flag
From Station X

FIGURE26.36 Error frame.

End of Frame or
Error Delimiter or

Overload Delimiter |<———————— ERROR FRAME>| Inter Frame Space
6 0-6 8

Overload Delimiter
L part of Overload

Flag From Station Y
Overload Flag
From Station X

FIGURE 26.37 Overload frame.

Handshaking. Handshaking is provided within the messagevia either positive or negative
acknowledgment. Positive acknowledgmentis provided by a dedicated two-bit field in the
message frame; one bit for acknowledgment and onebit for delimiter. All nontransmitting
nodes will confirm uncorrupted message reception by transmitting a “dominant”bit in this
dedicated field. As a result, the transmitting node receives confirmation that the message was
received uncorrupted and does not have independent acknowledgments from individual
nodes. Negative acknowledgmentis provided throughthe error frame.See Fig. 26.34 for addi-
tional detail.
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Error Detection Management. All nodes monitor all messages. If an error is detected within
a message, then the node(s) detecting that error destroy that message by transmitting an error
frame. The result of this error frameis that all nodes (including the transmitting node) know
that an error has been detected within the present message. The transmitter will retransmit
the message at its next opportunity through normal bus access arbitration. Error-checkingis
provided on CRC, message length, message format, and bit level and timing. The message
length is specified in the controlfield.

Fault Tolerance. Protocol is intended to treat all node address faults in the same manner.

Fault confinement is provided by each node constantly monitoring its performance with
regard to successful and unsuccessful message transactions. Each node will act on its own bus
status based on its individual history. As a result, graceful degradation allows a node trans-
mitter to disconnect itself from the bus. If the bus media is severed or shorted,the ability to
continue communications is dependent upon the condition and the physical interface used.

Data Rate. Bit rate of up to 1 Mbit/s.

Framing Overhead. Maximum message length, which is the maximum time between mes-
sages, is 111 bit times for standard format and 131 bit times for extended format, ie., 111 and
131 ps at 1 Mbps. For the highest priority message, if a message has just begun and the mes-
sage in question is queued up,the latency will be 111/131 ps, and 222/262 us maximum until its
transmission is complete.

The maximum time between messages with four bytes data is 79 bits for standard format
and 99 bits for extended format. Please note that this includes interframe space. For a message
transmitting four bytes of data, using the formula OVERHEAD/MESSAGE = FRAM-
ING/(FRAMING+DATA), the approximate framing overhead/message calculated for stan-
dard format is 47/(47 + 32) = 59%. For eight data bytes, the approximate framing
overhead/message calculated is 47/(47 + 64) = 42%. For extended format,it is 67/(67 + 32) =
68% and 67/(67 + 64) = 51%, and doesnotinclude bit-stuffing.

Latency. The CAN protocol uses nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration in contention to
determine bus access. In the case of two or more nodes beginning transmission simultane-
ously, the message with the highest priority will win the arbitration and continue transmission.
As a result, the maximum latency for the highest priority message is the numberof bits in the
maximum length message multiplied by the time per bit. In other words,it will have 111 bit
times or 111 Ls at 1 Mbit/s for standard format and 131 bit times or 131 us at 1 Mbit/s for
extended format. In the event that they lose arbitration, lower priority messages may
encounter additional delay. Their latency may be determined based ona statistical analysis of
the system,Le., bus load,priority, and other.

Power Reduction Mode. Notspecified.

26.3.3 Digital Data Bus (D2B)

Application/Affiliation. Digital data busis a product of Philips for use in audio/video com-
munications, computer peripherals, and automotive.

Transmission Media

Twisted pair

Physical interface

Differential floating pair (see Fig. 26.38)
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from logic

to logic 
FIGURE26.38 D2B physical interface.

Bit Encoding

Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM). The general bit format is composed of four sections:
the preparationperiod, the sync period, the data period, and the stop period. The duration of
the periods and thebit is dependent on the speed of the bus andthe type of the bit. The speed
of the bus is determined during contention. Low speed is dominant. There are three speeds
possible. The general bit formatis shownin Fig.26.39.

 
 

—>| Preparation |<—— <— Data —>/<— Stop —>
Period Period | Period

|<—_—_—__>|
Synchronization

Period

FIGURE 26.39 Pulse-width modulation bit format.

Network Access. Access is achieved by contention using nondestructive prioritized bit-by-
bit arbitration. Competing nodesarbitrate first on the mode in which the nodewill operate in
a three-bit field, where low mode is dominant. All nodes in a common mode then arbitrate
based on the unique address bits of the competing masters. Low address is dominant. The
mode designates the speed at which the bus will operate during the message transfer. A unit
may use the bus for one time slot. The amountof data transferred in the time slot depends on
the speed mode determined during arbitration.

Message Format. The frame consistsofsix fields. A parity bit follows the master, slave, con-
trol, and data fields. An acknowledge bit follows the slave field, control field, and the data
field. An end-of-data bit follows each data byte. The total length of the frameis 47 bits. See
Fig. 26.40 for the frame.

Handshaking. WHandshaking is accomplished with positive acknowledgmentin the transfer
message. No reply from the slaveis interpreted as a negative acknowledgment.The master can
retry the message provided time remains in the slot. During every transfer, there are three dif-
ferent acknowledgebits: after the slave address, after the control bits, and after each data byte.

A master has the ability to lock a slave nodeto its address, having the effect of disabling
the node from communicating with any other master on the network. This is done when a data
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7 TimeSlot
P PA PA EPA

Start Mode Field Master Field Slave Field Controt Field Data Field
Bit Field n Bytes

P = Parity Bit
A = Acknowledge Transmission
E = End-of-Data Bit

FIGURE26.40 Six-field message format.

transfer exceeds the time slot and the master must arbitrate again for the bus to complete the
data transfer.

Error Detection Management. Error checking is performed through oddparity on the slave
address, control field, and after each data byte. The acknowledge bit in the transfer message
will not be transmitted by the addressed slave if there is a parity error, the speed modeis too
high, there is a timing error, slave locked to another master, or the receive bufferis full.

Fault Tolerance. Fault tolerance for nodesis not specified.

Data Rate. The maximumbit rate is 1Mbps. Three different transmission speeds are allowed.

Framing Overhead. Thetotal framesize is 34 bits including interframe separation. In speed
mode 1, 32 data bytes can be transferred from master to slave. Therefore, the percentage of
overheadis 34/(34 + 256) =11.7%.

Latency. D2Ballowsfor three different speed modesfor transmission and arbitrates on the
address of the competing nodes once in a speed mode. Therefore, a low-priority node may
experience high latency times vs. the average. Latency is also affected by the ability of a mas-
ter to lock a slave node; a locked node will not respond to any messages. In certain situations,
this could degrade the overall performance of the system.

Power Reduction Modes. Power reduction modesare available for the bus controllers.

26.3.4 Chrysler Collision Detection (CD), SAE J1567

Application/Affiliation. The serial communications network and bus interface special
function integrated circuit” was developed by Chrysler Corporation and is supplied commer-
cially by Harris Corporation. The interface IC was intended to provide a simple,yet reliable,
data communications network between members of a distributed processing vehicle multi-
plex system. The communications protocol chosen minimizes the software support overhead
requirement of the modules on the multiplex bus.

Transmission Media. Conventional 120-ohm automotive dual twisted pair >1 twist/in.

Physical Interface. The differential transceiveris a serial interface device which accepts dig-
ital signals and translates this information for transmission on a two-wire differential bus. The
transmitter section, when transmitting, shall provide matched constant current sources to the
bus “+” and bus “—” drivers (Refer to Fig. 26.41) sourcing and sinking current, respectively.
Whena logic “0”is supplied to the “transmit data” input, the differential amplifier shall cause
the bus “+” driver to provide source current and the bus “—”driver to provide a matched cur-
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oe

rent sink. A logic one at the transmit data input must cause the bus “+” and bus“—”drivers to
simultaneously provide a high impedancestate.

   
 

 
  
 

 
  

RECEIVE
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TRANSMIT —~[" DETECTOR DETECTOR BIAS

BUS +
—*|TERMINATION

DIGITAL
FILTER

cLock —} SYNCHRONIZING

 IDLE DIFFERENTIAL2DLE TRANSCEIVER

FIGURE 26.41 Simplified block diagram of network interface.

The wired ORaction of the transmitting section allows more than one device to transmit
at the sametime, thus permitting data collisions. The nonsymmetricalaction of the busdrivers
will allow a transmission of a logic “O” from one device to overpower the transmission of a
logic “1” from other devices. In this manner, two or more devices can simultaneously transmit
and contend for the bus, each using a unique message ID byte. The winner is determined by
the value or priority of the ID byte withoutlosing bus time. A logic “0”bit in one message ID
byte has priority over a logic “1” bit in another message ID byte.

The busshall depend on external resistor and other componentsfor bias and termination.
Clamping diodes may be added to provide a high level of transient protection.

In addition to the transmission of data, the differential transceiver receives data at its bus
“+” and bus “—” terminals. The received data is translated back into the standarddigital logic
levels by a differential amplifier. The microcomputer always receives the actual transmitted
data and in this mannercantest for loss of arbitration.

Bit Encoding. The bit encoding chosenis standard 10-bit NRZ, an asynchronousserial I/O.
A start bit and a stopbit is added to provide data byte synchronization. Figure 26.42 illustrates
this 10-bit NRZ waveform. The interface makes use of the available hardware that has this

asynchronous I/O,e.g., the serial communications interface (SCI) available on many micro-
computers.

START DATA STOP

7 LEPPEEEEPT LE
FIGURE26.42 10-bit NRZ waveform (LSBfirst).

 

Network Access. The network access method of resolving contention is by nondestructive
bit-by-bit arbitration.

Message Format, The message format shown in Fig. 26.43 will support a numberof higher
level protocols. Take note that idle periods, i.e., interbyte separations (IBS), are allowed
between each byte of data. This permits the use of firmware control and direct connection to
the host microcomputer’s asynchronousserial I/O port.
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(SOM), (id 1), (id 2), (data 1), (data 2)--- (data n), (EOM)

1. SOM, defines start of message
2. id 1, 8 bit firmware addressing scheme
3. id 2, optional identifier
4, Data, may take any form, i.e., data value, CRC, checksum, number of

bytes in message, acknowledgment, etc.
5. EOM, defines end of message (10 bits of Idle bus)

FIGURE26.43 Frame format.

Handshaking. The IC utilizes a low-cost serial universal interface to most microcomputers
by three modesof operation that are supported in one device: SCI, SPI, and buffered SPI.

Thecircuits of the interface IC used when connected to the microcomputer SCIare basic
to the operation ofall the other modesof serial communications. Therefore, this mode will be
explained first. The components of the device (See Fig. 26.41) include the following: a con-
tention permitting differential transceiver, a collision detector, an arbitration detector,a digi-
tal filter, a bus idle detector, and a timing and synchronizing circuit.

For a contention permitting differential transceiver, see the “Physical Interface” section
for details. With a collision detector, data collision detection occurs because the transceiver
outputis reflected back into its input. The data collision detector samples the transmitted sig-
nal and the received signal. The timing of this sampling is determined by the timing circuit.
Whenthe collision detector determinesthat a logic “1”bit is being transmitted, but a logic “0”
bit is being received, the collision detector blocks the transmitted signal. In this way, the data
collision detector will permit only the interface with the highest priority to continue transmit-
ting. The collision detector action of blocking transmission is also reset by detection of bus
idle (10 consecutiveidle bits).

The arbitration detector works in conjunction with the timing and synchronizingcircuit to
arbitrate between thestart of data to be transmitted with the start of a received message from
the bus. The arbitration detector blocks a transmission that could corrupt a message that is
already in progress. It also allows the device that starts transmission first, after a bus idle, to
pass its data through the interface and out onto the bus. In all other nontransmitting devices,
the arbitration detector blocks transmission of data until the detection of a bus idle condition.

When more than one device wants to transmit at about the sametime, greater than % bit time,
the arbitration detector will allow transmission on a first-comefirst-served basis. If data trans-

mission from more than one device on the busis attempted in near synchronism—.e., less
than or equal % bit time—the arbitration detector will allow the transmission. However,the
data collision detector will permit only the one with the highest priority to continue transmis-
sion. The arbitration detectoris also reset by the detection of a busidle.

A low-pass digital filter is placed between the transceiver and the received data output.
This circuit functionsto filter out any received EMI from the desired digital data signal before
being processed by the othercircuits of the interface.

The function of the bus idle detectorcircuit is to detect when the busis idle (not active) or
busy (active) and then feed this information back to the microcomputer. It accomplishesidle
detection by sensing a received stop bit followed by 10 bits of continuousidle or logic “1”s.
Normally, an active or busy period follows an idle period. The sensing of an active or busy bus
is accomplished by detecting a start bit. During unusual conditions such as nodestartup, any
transition from a logic “1” to a logic “OQ”that is maintained for a period longer than % bit time
sets the active or busyflag.

The timing and synchronizing circuit uses an external clock and establishes the synchro-
nizing and Baudrate timing signal. This generator circuit first synchronizes on the negative
edge of a start bit and then generatesa timing signal at the center (% bit time) of each bit. This
timing signal is used by the arbitration and collision detector circuit for sampling received
data. This timing signal is also used by the idle detection circuit to determine anidle bus.
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26.3.5 Class

Error Detection Management. The normal method used to detect message data error is a
firmware checksum scheme. Also, the correct number of bytes in a frameis validated by the
microcomputerfirmware and, in someapplications, data byte overrunflags are utilized by the
microcomputer hardware.

Fault Tolerance. There is continued network operation when a node loses poweroris dis-
connected from the bus.

Data Rate. A 7812.5 Baud rate is recommended.

Framing Overhead. The typical frame length is four bytes long. Framing consists of 4 start
bits, 4 stop bits, 8 id bits, 8 checksum bits, and 10 end of message bits = 34 bits total framing,
not including IBS. Data = 16bits.

OVERHEAD FRAMING

MESSAGE ~ (FRAMING + DATA)

 

OVERHEAD  _i34
MESSAGE ~ (34+ 16) = 68% not including IBS

Latency. Ina nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration scheme, a node will experience varying
amounts of latency based on the priority of the message to be transmitted. When more than
one device wants to transmit at the same time—i.c., less than % bit time—the arbitration
detector will allow transmission on a priority basis. If more than one device wants to transmit
at about the same time—.e., greater than 4 bit ttime—the arbitration detector will allow trans-
mission on a first-comefirst-served basis.

Power Reduction Mode. This supports a “sleep state” under microcomputer control by a
<10-1 source or sink from bus “+” or bus “—”of input leakage shutdowncurrent.

B Data Communication Network Interface, SAE J1850 PWM

The SAE J1850 Standard" defines two versions of vehicle multiplex networks. This section
covers the PWM encodedat 41.6 Kbps andthe following section (26.3.6) discusses the VPWM
data encodedat 10.4 Kbps version.

Application/Affiliation. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) developed a vehicle
data network for Class B data communications. The latest revision, MAY94,is in publication.

Transmission Media. ‘The physical layer approach is a dual-wire voltage drive. The media
for dual-wire is either a twisted or parallel wire pair.

Physical Interface. A representative circuit diagram for the receiver/transmitter is shown in
Fig. 26.44.

Bit Encoding

Pulse-Width Modulation. A “1” bit and “0” bit are shown in Fig. 26.45. All bits are
encoded in this manner except for a few unique symbolsdifferentiated by the pulse timing.
Some of the symbols include start of frame (SOF), end of data (EOD), and end of frame
(EOF).

Network Access. Nondestructive prioritized bit-by-bit arbitration.
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FIGURE 26.44 Representative diagram of PWM physical interface.
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FIGURE26.45 SAE J1850 PWM bit representation.

Message Format. The maximum length for a frameis 101 bit times. The error detection byte
is included in the datafield at the discretion of the designer. Another possible use of the data
field could be a message/address identifier. The response byte is explained more fully in the
handshaking section following. Interframe spacing is nominally 2 bit times. The message
frame is shownin Fig. 26.46.

Handshaking. Acknowledgmentis provided in the message frame using the responsebytes.
The response byte appears after the EOD.[f an acknowledgmentis not expected, a response
byte will not be sent and the bus will remain in the passive state signifying an EOF. If the in-
message acknowledge/response feature is active, then the response byte is an 8-bit acknowl-
edge identifier or one or more response bytes followed by an ERR byte. One or more nodes
may attempt to respondto the requesting node and arbitration will occur during the response
time period.
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26.3.6 Class

 

_| | 2 | 0-64 | 8 | 2 | 0 OR MORE 2 IDLE
| i |

IMS
END OF FRAME

RESPONSE BYTES
END OF DATA

ERROR DETECTION BYTE (ERR)
DATA BYTES (DATA)

START OF FRAME (SOF)

  

FIGURE 26.46 SAE J1850 PWMversion message frame.

Error Detection Management. Includes detection of invalid bit value and invalid message
structure. An invalid bit or an invalid message will cause the receive process to be terminated
until the next SOF. The in-message error detection field (ERR) uses an 8-bit CRC based on
the polynomial x°+244+x°+2x7+1.

Fault Tolerance. Communications may be interrupted to/from a node when a nodeloses
power, there is a bus short to ground,a busshort to battery, or a transceiverfailure, but there
shall be no damage to any other node. The remaining nodes are capable of communications
when a node loses power,there is a transceiver failure, and for a loss of connection to net-
work.

Data Rate. Thebit rate specified is 41.6 Kbps.

Framing Overhead, The total length for the frameis 101 bit times and, for the overheadcal]-
culation, add two bits for IMS. The total length for the calculation becomes 103. Thetotal
allowed data is 80 bits for a one-byte form of header, a message identifier, and 64 bits for a
three-byte form of header. The percentage of overheadis therefore 23/(80 + 23) = 22.3%and
39/(64 + 39) = 37.9%.

Latency. In a nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration scheme, the highest priority message/
addresswill gain access to the bus. In a message priority scheme, a nodewill experience vary-
ing amounts of latency based on the average priority of messagesto be transmitted. A node in
an address priority system will experience a delay proportional to the priority level of its
address and the activity on the bus. An example of such a delay is a low-priority node, which
will experience higher than average latency during periods of high bus loading.

Power Reduction Mode. A node should entera “sleep state”if the bus is idle for more than
500 ms. “Wake-up” occurs with any activity on the bus.

B Data Communication Network Interface, SAE J1850 VPWM

The SAE J1850 Standard” defines two versions of vehicle multiplex networks. This section
covers the VPWM encoded data at 10.4 Kbps and the previous section (26.3.5) discusses the
PWMencodeddata at 41.6 Kbps version.

Application/Affiliation. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) developed a vehicle
data network for communications. The latest revision, MAY94,is in publication.

Transmission Media, ‘The physical layer of the VPWM version definesa single-wire voltage
drive. The media for single-wire is a single random lay wire.
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Physical Interface. The representative circuit diagram for the VPWMreceiver/transmitter
is shown in Fig. 26.47.

 
 

Tx
WAVE

SHAPER

Rx BUS +

FIGURE26.47 Representative diagram of a VPWMphysicalinterface.

Bit Encoding. Each bit or symbol in variable pulse-width encoding (except break) is
defined by the time between two consecutive transitions and the level of the bus, dominant or
passive. Therefore, there is one symbolpertransition and one transition per symbol. The end
of the previous symbol starts the current symbol.

The “1” and “0” Bits. A “1”bit is either a long 128-us passive pulse or a short 64-1s dom-
inant pulse. Conversely, a “OQ”bit is either a short passive pulse or a long dominant pulse (see
Fig. 26.48). The pulse widths change between passive and dominant bus states in order to
accommodate the arbitration and priority requirements.

Dominant

Long OR Short
Passive

tr 1 tt B L C

Dominant

Short OR LongPassive
"O" Bit

FIGURE26.48 Oneand zerobit definitions.

Thestart of frame (SOF)is a dominantpulse, 200 us in duration (see Fig. 26.49).

The end of data (EOD)is a passive pulse, 200
us in duration (see Fig. 26.50).Dominant

200 pS The end of frame (EOF)is a passive pulse,
Passive 280 us in duration (see Fig. 26.51).

"SOF"

The In-Frame Response Byte(s)/Normaliza-
tion Bit. The in-frame responseis transmit-
ted by the responder and begins after the

FIGURE 26.49 Start of frame (SOF) symbol.

 
Dominant Dominant 7

200 pS 280 pS
Passive Passive

"EOD" “EOF"

FIGURE26.50 End of data (EOD) symbol. FIGURE26.51 End of frame (EOF) symbol.
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| Normalization Bit |Dominant Last
Data EOD Short or Long First Response BitPassive Bit

FIGURE 26.52 Normalization bit pulse-width modulation.

passive EOD symbol. For variable pulse-width modulation, the first bit of the in-frame
responsedatais also passive.It is necessary to generate a normalizationbit to follow the EOD
symbol. The responding device generates the normalizationbit prior to sending the IFR data.
This normalization bit defines the start of the in-frame response and can take two forms. The
first type is a dominant short period. The second type is a dominant long period and may be
used to define an in-frame response with a CRC. Figure 26.52 illustrates the in-frame
response using the normalization bit.

Network Access. Network access is by nondestructive prioritized bit-by-bit arbitration.

Message Format. The maximum length for a frameis 101 bit times. The error detection byte
is included in the datafield at the discretion of the designer. Another possible use ofthe data
field could be a message/address identifier.The response byte is explained morefully in the
handshakingsection that follows. Interframe spacing is nominally 300 ts in durationbit times.
The message frame is shownin Fig. 26.53.

| | | 0-64 | 8 | | | O OR MORE | IDLE
|| IMS

END OF FRAME
RESPONSE BYTES

NORMALIZATION BIT
END OF DATA

ERROR DETECTION BYTE (ERR)
DATA BYTES (DATA)

START OF FRAME (SOF)

FIGURE 26.53 SAE J1850 VPWM message frame.

 

 

Handshaking. Acknowledgmentis provided in the message frame using the response bytes.
The response byte appears after the EOD. If an acknowledgmentis not expected, a response
byte will not be sent and the bus will remain in the passive state signifying an EOFIf the in-
message acknowledge/response featureis active, then the response byte is an 8-bit acknowl-
edge identifier or one or more response bytes followed by an ERR byte. One or more nodes
may attempt to respondto the requesting node andarbitration will occur during the response
time period.

Error Detection Management. Includes detection of bus out-of-range, invalid bit value, and
invalid message structure. An invalid bit or an invalid message will cause the receive process
to be terminated until the next SOF. The error detection field (ERR) uses an 8-bit CRC based
on the polynomial: x4 + x4 +29 +27 +1.

Fault Tolerance. Communications may be interrupted to/from a node when a node loses
power, there is a bus short to ground, a bus short to battery, or a transceiver failure, but there
shall be no damage to any other node. The remaining nodes are capable of communications
whena nodeloses power, there is a transceiverfailure, andfor a loss of connection to network.
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Data Rate. The bit rate specified is 10.4 Kbps.

Framing Overhead. Thetotal length for the frameis 101 bit times. For the overhead calcu-
lation, add 2 bits for IMS. The total length for the calculation becomes 103. The total allowed
datais 80 bits for a one-byte form of Header (messageidentifier) and 64 bits for a three-byte
form of header. The percentage of overheadis therefore 23/(80 + 23) = 22.3% and 39/(64 + 39)
= 37.9%.

Latency. In a nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration scheme, the highest priority message/
address will gain access to the bus. In a message priority scheme, a node will experience vary-
ing amounts of latency based on the average priority of messages to be transmitted. A node in
an address priority system will experience a delay proportional to the priority level ofits
address and the activity on the bus. For example, a low-priority node will experience higher
than average latency during periods of high busloading.

Power Reduction Mode. A node should enter a sleep state if the bus is idle for more than
500ms. Wake-up occurs with any activity on the bus.

26.3.7 Chrysler Sensor and Control (CSC), SAE J2058

Application/Affiliation. A proprietary multiplexing technique,'' the Chrysler Sensor and
Control (CSC)bus,yields the flexibility in expansion to meet the future demands of automo-
tive customers. The CSC bus components were developed to provide simple, yet reliable,
communication between a host-master module and its sensors and actuators. The scheme cho-

sen provides the ability to communicate in both polling mode and direct addressing modes.
This form of multiplexing will permit smaller module connectors and reduce the numberof
wires crowding through the congested areas without introducing more modules. The (CSC)
bus is a style of multiplexing that meets these objectives and allows the design of the base
vehicle while attaching the complete cost of optional features to the option.

Two CSC components are available as of this publication: (1) CSC bus two-pin, CSC Bus
Hall Effect Sensors, Allegro P/N A3054U,and (2) Driver/Receiver Master Interface, Cherry
Semiconductor, Automotive IC Data Book, P/N CS-8425 Hall-Effect Sensor.

Transmission Media, The CSC networkutilizes a single-wire randomlay.

Physical Interface. The output waveform of the driver/receiver master interface must be
wave-shapedto limit the rise and fall time. Empirical vehicle testing has confirmed acceptable
EMIlevels if the waveform transients exceed 20 us at data rates of 1 Kbps. The susceptibility
to EMIis of greater concern. (See Fig. 26.54).

The preferred solution is to reference the CSC sensorat the driver/receiver master inter-
face ground. This solution virtually eliminates this longitudinal noise current and, at the same
time,significantly reduces the effects of ground offset voltage. In a production vehicle, return-
ing the CSC sensor references to the master module usually does not add a wire circuit
because these sensors originally had an independent ground wire return to the body or chas-
sis. Further improvement to EMI susceptibility can be achieved by placing a small bypass
capacitor across the CSC busat the sensor.

Bit Encoding. Continuous Polling Mode Sensor Multiplexing. Figure 26.55 contains the
typical voltage waveform used to communicate with multiplexed sensors. Asillustrated, the
sensors use current to respond back to the master that generates the voltage waveform. In this
scheme, each sensor has an internal preprogrammed address. The voltage begins at a reset
(zero volt) level and climbsto 6 V. This initial 6-V level provides powerto the sensors. During
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csc BUS

 DRIVER/RECEIVER maaa1

 
FIGURE 26.54 Representative diagram of a CSC sensor actuator bus.

this time, the master reads the amountof current required to keep the sensors powered.This
current is called the sensor power current. At each change from 6 V to 9 V, a counter con-
tained in the sensor is incremented. The sensors are addressed consecutively so this mode of
CSC bus communicationis called the continuous polling mode.

Example
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csc Bus Sensor Polling Mode Voltage Waveform

 
Voltage Representing Current Drawn by the CSC Sensors

A: Sensor Power Current B: Sensor Presence Current
Cc: Switch Open D: Sensor Presence Current
E: Switch Closed F: Sensor Presence Current
G: Switch Open H: Sensor Presence Current
I: Switch Open J: No Sensor Present

FIGURE26.55 CSC bussensor polling mode waveform.

While the voltage is at approximately 9 V, the sensors compare the value in their counter
to their preprogrammed address. If a sensor detects a match between these two values, the
sensorwill increase the current drain on the CSC bus. This response current informs the mas-
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ter that a sensor has recognized its address. This condition remains until the voltage falls to
about6 V.

Whenthe sensor being addressed detects that the voltage is below its threshold of about
7.5 V, it will determine the status of the sensing element, i-e., magnetic field detecting Hall
effect sensor, optical sensor, or mechanicalswitch to ground.If the sensing element is active—
i.e.,a magneticfield is detected—light is detected, or a mechanical switch to groundis closed,
the sensor continues to draw the response current so that the master can sense the sensor’s
status. If the sensing element is not active, response current will cease and only the sensor
powercurrent will be drawn.

Actuator Polling Multiplexing. This effort to control actuators utilizes the CSC bus mul-
tiplexing technique used as an extension of the sensor polling mode. A particular actuatoris
assigned an address,just as the sensoris assigned an address. Each actuator monitors the CSC
bus to count the 6- to 9-V transitions in the same way as the sensor does. Whenthe value in
the counter of the actuator matches the actuator’s address during the 6-V portion of the
address, the actuator draws current to tell the master that the actuator is recognizing its
address.

To activate an actuator output, the status mustfirst be monitored by checking the current
drawn during the second half of the address cycle. In contrast to the sensor polling scheme,
which uses 6-V and 9-V levels only, the actuator multiplexing scheme adds a third 3-V level
(see Fig. 26.56). During the second half of the address cycle, the level is driven to 3 V by the
master when the output ofthe actuatoris to be toggled. The actuator monitors the CSC bus
during its address. If the actuator detects the 3-V level, a latch is set. The actuator does not
changeits output, because of noise considerations, after the first 3-V level is detected.

ov

6V   3V
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csc Bus Actuator Polling Mode Voltage Waveform
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Voltage Representing Current Drawn by Sensors and Actuators

A: Sensor Power Current B: Sensor Present, Not Active
c: Actuator Toggled, High D: Actuator Status Presently High
E: Actuator Toggled, Low F; Sensor Present, Active

FIGURE26.56 Continuouspolling actuator multiplexing waveforms.

The actuator monitors the following polling cycle. If the second half of the actuator’s
address period in the very next polling cycle is 3 V then the actuator will toggle its output.
Every subsequentpolling cycle must contain the 6-V level during the actuator’s address period
for the output to remain constant. The current drawn by the actuator during this second half
indicates the status of the output. When the output is to change state again, two consecutive
polling cycles must contain 3-V levels during the second half of the actuator’s address period.
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Actuator Command Mode Multiplexing. In order to increase the flexibility of the com-
munication scheme, the system designer has as an optional complementary actuator multi-
plexing capability. In order to provide all polling addresses to sensors and permit direct
addressing of a particular actuator, a scheme was devised that complementsthe polling mode.
This scheme has been called the command mode, direct addressing, or control mode of the
CSC bus.

Instead of sequentially addressing the actuators as in the polled method, the master sends
a 6-ms voltage signal to the actuators (Fig. 26.57). This waveform consists of transitions
between 6 V and 3 V. The example 6-ms waveform is divided into six 1-msbits andis called a
6-bit word. A 75%/25% pulse-width modulation technique is used to define the bit value.
Each bit begins with a transition to 6 V. For example, a “1”bit is defined as 750 us at 6 V and
250 us at 3 V. A “O”bit is defined as 250 Us at 6 V and 750 usat 3 V.

6V ———

3V

     Ov Address Data

csc Bus Command Mode Actuator Multiplexing Voltage Waveform

—

ovaei
ov A B c D EF G oH

A, B, C, D, E, and G: Sensor Power Current
F: Actuator Response Current
H: Actuator Output Status High

Voltage Representing Current Drawn by Sensors and Actuators

FIGURE26.57 CSC bus command mode actuator multiplexing waveform.

Thefirst five bits of the 6-bit word are used to address the particular actuator and the sixth
bit is used to control the state of the actuator’s output. The master provides the voltage wave-
form. The CSC busisinitially at reset (~0 V). From reset the voltage waveform is driven to 6
V. The waveform stays at 6 V for either 750 or 250 ts, depending on whetherthebit is a “1” or
a “0” respectively.The CSC busthenfalls to 3 V for the remainderof the 1-msbit period. Dur-
ing the 6-V portion ofthe first bit, the master monitors the current drawn by the components
on the CSC bus. The master will use this current later as a reference to determineif an actua-

tor has recognized its address.
All six bits are transmitted the sameas just described. During the 3-V portion of the fifth

and final addressbit, the master can determine that an actuator has recognizedits address by
measuring the amount of current being drawn.

Network Access. The CSC busutilizes a master-slave protocol. This protocol is appropriate
because the masteris usually the present major feature module andits associated sensors and
actuators are the slaves. The feature module microcomputer is the host to the driver/receiver
interface IC.

The CSC bus driver/receiver master interface integrated circuit contains the circuitry
required to provide a DC offset square wave output. This output is controlled by two digital
CMOSinputs: A and B. These two inputs are provided by a host microcomputeracting as the
“brains” of the master control module. The IC is able to sense the CSC bus current and con-
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vert it to an analog voltage. This voltage is provided by the IC output for use by the micro-
computer analog input.

Message Format. The network method for this communication system is a master-slave
polling and/or direct address method. The master uses a voltage waveform to communicate to
the sensors and actuators. A sensor is addressed through successive and ordered polling of
each address(time slot or period) in ascending order.

<SOM>, Wake-Up Period, Addr 1, Addr 2, ..., Addr 32

An actuator may be controlled by either the polling mode shown or the direct address,
command mode message below. The start of message (SOM)is defined as the rising edge
from 0 to 6 V in the voltage waveform of Fig. 26.55.

<SOM>, <Five-Bit address>, <1 to N data bits>, {<parity bit>}

Handshaking. Both sensors and actuators respond to the master node when polled or
directly addressed, with a response current informing the master that an address has been rec-
ognized.

Error Detection Management. Actuator data can be protected from unwanted actuation by
a parity bit in the command message. The normalsolution for eliminating EMI susceptibility
that caused false sensor datais to softwarefilter the data in the master control module.

In order to validate the proper addressing of a sensor or actuator in a noisy vehicle envi-
ronment, the following procedure is suggested.If this current is not above the reference cur-
rent measured, the sensor is not present or no actuatoris listening. If two or more sensors or
actuatorsare listening (determined by double the expected response current), the master can
reset (output zero volts) the CSC bus. If the master detects that the sensor or actuator output
is not in the correct state, the command can be repolled or resent.

Fault Tolerance. Handshaking between the master node and sensors allows operation and
detection when sensors or actuators are removed from the network. The driver/receiver has a

current limit that protects it from a bus short.

Data Rate. The data rate is determined by the master module software and need not be
fixed. A rate of 1 Kbpsis suggested.

Framing Overhead. The framing required timeis equal to the data time therefore:

OVERHEAD _ FRAMING
MESSAGE (FRAMING + DATA)

 

OVERHEAD _ 1 _ sg
MESSAGE ~2~ >)”

Latency. The master nodeis in control and can interrupt sensor or actuator polling to com-
mand an output to an actuator within a few milliseconds and 32 sensors can be polled within
32 ms, or a 1-Kbpsrate.

Power Reduction Mode. The master node can control the powerby not polling or address-
ing the network. The current draw will then be the sensor actuator standby power.
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26.3.8 Token Slot Protocol, SAE J2106

Application/Affiliation. General Motors developed protocol”for high-performance vehi-
cle control and general information sharing.

Transmission Media. Notspecified. Electrical twisted pair or fiber optic media are recom-
mended. Fiber optic token slot networks operating at 1 Mbps have been demonstrated.

Physical Interface. Not specified. Multiple access to a logical commonbusis required.

Bit Encoding. NRZ (nonreturn to zero) with opposite logic level bit insertion (stuffing)
after five contiguousbits of the same state. Receiving nodes detect and removeinsertedbits.

Network Access. The token passing bus networkis open, peer-oriented, and multimaster.It
is noncontention and usesa time slot token passing technique. See Fig. 26.58, 26.59, and 26.60.

Token SUN 0 /SLN 1 |SEN 2 /SLN 3 /SLN 4 |SLN 5 |SLN 6
pass idle
SLN31 Instr [Node A Node B Node C!Node D|Node E

SLN 11|SLN 12]/SLN 13/SUN 14]SLN 15

Node F

SLN 19/SLN 20/SLN 21)SLN 22;SLN 23

Node B Node C}Node D|Nede H

SLN 29;SLN 30

|
FIGURE26.58 A typical token slot node assignmentand slot sequence cycle pattern.
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SLN 24 SLN 27/SLM 28

 
 SLN 25

       
Node F

Token Slots with relative slot numbers shown
TT TTT. TT T

pect sn + 1} sn + 2] sn + 3] sn +4] sm + 5] sn + 6) ......idle 1 it 14 i jit

even parity

 

FIGURE 26.59 Token pass message format.

on ss st wswn msg idle idle

node takes token here —J

 

Token
pass [idle    

FIGURE 26.60 Typical token pass sequence.
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The intent of this bus access protocolis to guarantee periodic opportunities for message
transmission by each node on the bus.It is to also ensure that the bus remains operational
when devices are dynamically added or deleted and it must provide for quick recovery from
error conditions.

After a node has completed sending its message traffic, a sequenced scan of short, equal
time intervals (slots) offer bus transmit privileges to the node slot owners as follows(see Fig.
26.59): A token pass message or a bus jam instructs all nodes to begin the token slot timing
mode. Each nodeis assigned one or more specific time slots and will activate its transmitter to
send a message duringits slot only if it is operational and has messagetraffic to send. Other-
wise, the token slot interval is allowed to pass. When the transmitter is activated, all other
nodes recognize that the token has been taken and they enter the receive mode.

The new token ownernext proceedsto send its message traffic (see Fig. 26.60). Token hold
times are individually assigned to each node andarestrictly limited to assure a system maxi-
mum message latency limit. Individual message transmit priorities are determined by each
node’s application and are not restricted by the data communications network.

A node concludes a transmit session by sending the token pass message that contains the
current slot number(see Fig. 26.60). In the ensuing token slot sequence, the node that owns
the next sequential slot number may take the token orlet it pass. When the maximum slot
numberis reached, the sequence wraps aroundto slot 0 and continues until the slot is picked
up or until the original token passer sees its slot, at which time a new token pass messageis
generated and the cycle begins again.

Message Format. There are three basic message types which are distinguished by the 2-bit
control field which is foundin thefirst byte:

e Token pass (see Figs. 26.59 and 26.60). This is a single-byte message which contains the
message controlfield (2 bits), the current slot number(5 bits), and a single parity (even bit).
It is followed by an idle line (8 bits) delimiter.

e Data (see Figs. 26.61 and 26.62). This includes the message controlfield (2 bits), a message
ID field (14 bits), up to 256 bytes of data, a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC)field, and
a message delimiter bus idle line (8 bits). The message control field is used to request an
“acknowledge” message response.

time——>

idle Line[nessaze1[idte[message2|idte|ACK [ack Jidte msg 3wait

| syne bit L < 16 bt from idle
FIGURE26.61 Token slot network general message framing.

msg control bits

[ lsb T
wT a2

 

    TTT T aia TTT TT TT T
LI ign | x}o Edata .. field | cre | ere|idle

Et tf Pai | | Lt YY ft | 44+ 8 + 0-256 bytes x 8)+ 8 + 8+ 8 = 41 bt overhead

0 = Data message

0 = Broadcast,71= ACK request

FIGURE26.62 Token slot network data message format.
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: Ea a. font

1;0)1 EPO Ape RS
idle

FIGURE 26.63 Token slot network acknowledge message format.

« Acknowledge (see Fig. 26.63). This is a fixed, single-byte (Hex D5) message plus an 8-bit
idle line delimiter (16 total bits). It is initiated by the previous data message controlfield.

Handshaking. Any data message can be dynamically programmed to command an imme-
diate returned acknowledge message from one receiving node.If after a short wait interval
the requested acknowledge has not been received, the sender may retry and/or proceed to
send other messages. Note that the responding node doesnot possess the token.

Error Detection Management. Both the receiving and the transmitting nodes indepen-
dently monitor transmissions on the bus. The transmitting node checks messages for a 1:1
received to transmitted bit correspondence. All nodes check for correct timing, CRC,inter-
message gaps, and, if requested, an acknowledge message. Receiving nodes do not acknowl-
edge erroneous messages.

The 16-bit CRC conforms to the CCITT standard and detects all single-bit errors, all par-
ity errors, andall burst errors less than 17 bits long. For burst errors longer than 16bits, the
CRC misses 0.0015 percentof errors.

A transmitter detected bus time out (BTO) error occurs when the busis idle for more than
a complete token slot sequence period. When a BTOis detected, all nodes start a new token
pass slot sequence beginningat slot0.

Buserrors or collisions cause the detecting node to generate a bus jam signal,a dominantline
for 8-bit times, before the end-of-message idle line. This declares the current operation or mes-
sage invalid andinstructs all nodes to start a new token pass slot sequence beginningatslot0.

Fault Tolerance. Each transmitting node monitors its own bus performance and fault his-
tory. Appropriate degraded mode operations are controlled by the node. The loss of any node
or even a separated bus will not affect the continued bus operation by the remaining nodes.

Data Rate. Data rate limitis specified at 2 MHz. However,the data rate is only limited by
bus media bandwidth and future data rate growth is possible.

Framing Overhead. The message framing overhead is summarized in Tables 26.3 and 26.4.
See Fig. 26.64 for total message latency calculation methods.

TABLE 26.4 Token Slot Data Message Overhead*

Synchronizationbit 1
TABLE 26.3 Token Passing Slot Overheadin Bit ID 16
Times(bt)* Data (system determinedlimit, e.g.,0-256 bytes) var

CRC 16

Slot width (assume xmtr ON agt mid slot = 2 bit) 2 Intermessage delimiter gap 8
Token pass message 8 Acknowledge response(if requested) + gap 16
Delimiter gap 38 Per message overhead—with ACK 57 bits
Token pass overhead per node 18 bit or per message overhead—without ACK 41bits

* See Fig. 26.59 and Fig. 26.60 * See Fig. 26.61, 26.62, and 26.63
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Token Slot Message Overhead (in bit times = bt):

Synchronization bit 1
ID 16

Data (system determined limit - bytes) (0-256 bytes)
CRC 16

Intermessage delimiter gap 8
Acknowledge response (if requested) + gap 16

Per message overhead - with ACK: 57 bt
or Per message overhead - without ACK: 41 bt

Token Passing Slot Overhead:

Slot width (assume xmtr on at mid slot = 1 bt) 1
Token Pass Message 8
Delimiter gap 8

Token pass overhead per node: 17 bt

Summary of Loop Time Calculations:

For P nodes sending an N message loop with M
total message data bytes:

Total message overhead (no ACK) 41N
Total token overhead 17P
Total message data time (m x 8 bits) 8M
Unused slots =

slot width x (max #slots ~ #usedslots) = 1(32-P)

Total Loop Time 41N + 17P + 8M + 4(32-P)

Example Token Slot Timing Calculation

For 8 nodes sending a 16 message loop with 32 total
message data bytes (2 msgs x 2 bytes per node x 8 nodes):

Total message overhead (no ACK) 41x16 = 656
Total token overhead 17x8 = + 136

792

Total message data time (32 x 8 bits) = + 256
Unused slot time (1x24) = + 24

Total Loop Time (bt) 1072

Data~-to-total time overhead efficiency: 256/1072 = 24.02%

FIGURE26.64 Determination of token slot message latencies.
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Latency. The protocol is noncontention and deterministic. As such, message latenciesin the
token slot network are both predictable and bounded, which is a requirement for feedback
control systems.

Factors that affect message latency times are discussed in the following. See Fig. 26.64 for
methods of latency calculation and prediction.

The token loop time determinesthe interval between opportunities to transmit a message.
It is defined as the total elapsed time between token possessions by a particular node. It
includesall messagetraffic, token pass slot times, and all token hold times.

Token slot time length is important during the token pass sequence when each timeslot
must provide sufficient time for worst-case signal propagation delays in order to allow nodes
to detect that the token has been taken.

Token hold time is the maximum numberofbit times that each nodeis allowedto hold the

token. All message IDs, data fields, CRCs, intermessage gaps, message synchronization bits,
NRZ5bit insertions, acknowledge messages or acknowledge time outs, and token pass mes-
sages must not exceedthis limit. Each node monitors and controls this time to stay withinits
assigned limit.

Power Reduction Mode. Not specified. Could be implemented.

26.3.9 Time Triggered Protocol (TTP)

Knowledge aboutthe future(i.e., a priori knowledge) behavior of the TTP system is available
to the system designer andis controlled by the progression of time.” For example, the point
in time when a nodeis supposed to send a message can and must be determinedbythereal-
time control algorithms and programmed into the module before release for production. The
main advantage to TTPis to support high-speed distributed time-triggered real-time control
of systems.

Application/Affiliation. TTP was developed by the Institute for Technical Information,
Technical University Wien, Austria, and is an integrated communications protocol for Class C
in-vehicle applications that provides all services required for the implementation of a dis-
tributed fault-tolerant high-speed real-time control system.

Transmission Media. A twisted pair or fiber optics is suggested for the transmission media.

Physical Interface. The basic system I/O structure consists of nodes connected by two
redundantphysical interfaces to dual networksto protect for failures in cabling, contacts, con-
nectors, etc. To tolerate a nodefailure, two nodes are connected in parallel. Four configura-
tions are showninFig. 26.65.

Bit Encoding. The bit encoding is not specified. However, modified frequency modulation
(MFM)is suggested as the encoding technique becauseit has fewer than one transition perbit.

Network Access. The network access is accomplished using a time division multiple access
(TDMA)controlled by a global time base generated by time triggered protocol (TTP). A
TDMAroundis defined to be a complete cycle during which each vehicle module has been
granted at least one sending access.

Message Format. All information transmitted on a communications channel must be prop-
erly framed. A TTP frameconsists of the following fields: start of frame (SOF), a controlfield,
data field, and a CRC field. An interframe delimiter (IFD) exists between any two TTP
frames. See Fig. 26.66.
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AA
Vv

Class I Configuration

NA
v

 

Class II and Class III Configuration

CT Shadow Nodes|

A Vv

Class IV Configuration

FIGURE26.65 Fault-tolerant configurations.

Control Field 8 Byte Data Field CRC Field
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Acknowledgment Bits
Mode Change Bits

Initialization Bit
 

FIGURE26.66 Typical frame format.

Start ofFrame (SOF). This identifies the beginning of a new frame.
Control Field. The control field has three subfields.

Initialization Bit. This specifies an initialization frame (J-frame) or a normal frame (N-
frame). I-frames are requiredtoinitialize a node. The state of the communications controller
node(i.e., C-state) consists of three fields: a node field, a time field, and a membershipfield.
Typically, each one of these fields will have a length of two bytes, or 16 bits. When a nodeis ini-
tialized, these three fields are filled from the data field. N-frames are normal data frames con-
taining the application data in the datafield.

Mode ChangeBits (3 bits). If the initialization bit is unequal to zero, it allows the specifi-
cation of seven successor modesto the current mode. Therefore, the protocol supports a rapid
change from one mode to another mode,¢.g., startup, normal operation, emergency,etc.
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AcknowledgmentBits (4 bits). These bits contain an acknowledgmentfor the frames sent
by the preceding vehicle module. The question of which module is the preceding module
depends on the current membership. The length of the acknowledgmentfield makesit possi-
ble to acknowledge each one of the four frames sent by a module in a class III or Class IV con-
figuration.

Data Field. The data field consists of the concatenation of one or more messages con-
taining application data. The length of each messageisstatically defined in the mode defini-
tion. It is not necessary to carry a name field in the frame since the message name can be
inferred from the modefield and the point in time of sending.

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Field. The CRCfield has a length of two bytes. For N-
frames, the CRC is calculated over the C-state of the controller concatenated with the control
field and the data field of the frame. A normal frame is only accepted if the sender and
receiver have identical C-states,i-e., if they agree on mode, time, and membership. Since the
receiver knowsa priori the time of sending of each frame,it is not necessary to carry the value
of the send timein the frame.

Interframe Delimiter (IFD). The interframe delimiter is required for proper bit synchro-
nization of sender andreceiver.

Handshaking. As shownin Fig. 26.65, two nodes are connected in parallel to tolerate a node
failure in replicated vehicle communications channels. These replicated channels perform the
same state changes at about the same time and are synchronized to within a knownprecision
by TTP.

Error Detection Management. TTP is based on the assumption that the communications
channels have only omission failures and the nodes support the fail-silent abstraction; Le.,
they either deliver correct results or no results at all, which helps to enforce error confinement
at the system level. A sender attaches a CRC to each frame and a receiver can detect when a
frame has been mutilated and discard the corrupted frame.

For correct operation, the node must assure, by use of space or time redundancy,thatall
internalfailures of a node are detected and the nodeis turned off before an erroneous output
message is transmitted. Moreover, a membership service is required to detect omission fail-
ures of incoming and outgoing communicationslinks. This membership service is part of the
protocol.

Fault Tolerance. With dual duplex buses and redundant node communications channels, the
fault tolerance capability is excellent. Table 26.5 showsthe fault tolerance capability achieved
with the four class configurations shown in Fig. 26.65. The recovery interval for a transient
event depends on the length of the transient blackout period and the time TTP takes to
detect, monitor, and recover from a blackout. This time for TTP is in the millisecond range.

TABLE 26.5 Fault Tolerance Capability 

 Tolerance of Class I ClassII Class III Class IV

Permanentnodefailure 0 1 1 2
Permanentbusfailure 1 1 1 1

Transient nodefailure 0 1 per event 1 per event 1 per TDM round
Transient busfailure 1 of 2 1 of 2 3 of 4 3 of 4 

Data Rate. Thedatarate is not specified, but 1 Mbpsis suggested.

Framing Overhead. ‘The length of SOF and IFD dependson the bus propagation delay, the
quality of the clock synchronization, and bit-encoding method. For transmission speeds below
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1 Mbit and a bus length below 20 m, the SOF = 1 and JFD =3. The framing overheadis given
by the following: OVERHEAD/MESSAGE = FRAMING/(FRAMING + DATA). For a
message transmitting 4 bytes (32 bits) of data, using the formula: 28/(28 + 32) = 47%. For a
message of 8 bytes (64 bits) of data, using the formula: 28/(28 + 64) = 30%. The total framing
overheadis slightly higher to account for the periodic transmission ofinitialization frames.

Latency. Given a 1-Mbit channelfor eight nodes sending a 16-message loop with 32 total
message data bytes, the TDMAround of TTP is 0.48 msin Class I or Class II configuration.
This is also the worst-case delay for a node switch. If a Class III or Class [V configuration with
four replicated messagesis selected, the TDMAroundis doubled,ie., just below 1 ms.

Power Reduction Mode. The powerreductionis not specified but could be specified as a
mode of operation. The change to a power reduction could be doneat any time.

26.3.10 Vehicle Area Network (VAN)

Application/Affiliation. VAN (vehicle area network) is a multiplex bus protocol proposal
being considered by the ISO Technical Committee 22/SC3/WG1."*

Transmission Media. Twisted pair.

Physical Interface. Transmission is on differential pair using current sources. An optional
analogfilter is provided to increase noise immunity. See Fig. 26.67.

BUS +

BUS - RECEPTION

CONTROL 
 

—@—— EMISSION

FIGURE26.67 Fault-tolerant bus interface.

Bit Encoding. Twodifferent bit representations are allowed: L-Manchester and E-Manch-
ester. The bit representation is selected by the user. When L-Manchesteris selected,all the
bits in the frame are Manchester encoded. E-Manchesterwill be NRZ encoded except for the
last bit of each nibble. With E-Manchester idle, IMS, and SOF are NRZ encoded, and ACKis
Manchester encoded. See Fig. 26.68 for an example of E-Manchester encoding.
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FIGURE 26.68 VANbit encoding.

 

 
Network Access. Network access is by prioritized nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration.
Arbitration is resolved using the unique 12-bit identifier field at the start of the message. The
formatof this field is user-defined. VAN allows in-frame access based on a media access rank

R. A nodecan access the frame, provided the previous R-1 bits of the arbitration field have
been emitted and the previous time slot was recessive.

Message Format. The frame consists of eight fields. The start of frame (SOF) provides a
commontime reference that allows receiving nodes to correct their local clock. The start mes-
sage bit initializes the frame. The two-byte frameidentification field includes the unique 12-
bit message identifier followed by three control bits and the remote transmission requestbit
(RTR). The RTRspecifiesif the frame includes data (0 bit) or if data is requested (1 bit). The
RTRallowsin-frame response immediately or later in a separate frame. The message frameis
shownin Fig. 26.69.

 

6 16 0 - 64 15 ljl]} 4 2

L soF | lL Fos | L IFsDATA BYTES EOF
FRAME IDENTIFICATION ACKNOWLEDGE

END OF DATA

FIGURE26.69 Single type frame format.

Handshaking. Message acknowledgmentis achieved in one of two ways: no acknowledge
or positive acknowledge, which meansatleast one station has received and accepted the mes-
sage. If the receiving station cannot make an in-frame acknowledge, a separate acknowledge
message must be sent later.

Error Detection Management. Methods of error detection include level monitoring, CRC,
code violation detection, and frame check. Level monitoring is performed by the transmitting
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node. The transmitted bit levels are compared with the bit levels detected on the bus. Frame
checking is performed through a 15-bit CRC code:

(St+xt+x34x7 +1)
(x7 +1)

Fault Tolerance. Single-wire operation is possible with the differential drive scheme due to
the ac-couplingif the other wire is shorted to ground, shorted to V,.4, or open circuited.

Data Rate. The datarate is not specified.

Framing Overhead. Thetotal frame size (including data) is 109 bits. The total frame size
includesstart, stop, and idle bits. The maximum amountof data allowed in a frameis 64bits.
The percentage of overheadis therefore 45/(45 + 64) = 41.3%.

Latency. As with all arbitration-based protocols, the latency amount varies depending on
the priority of the message.

Power Reduction Mode. Notspecified.

26.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the 20th century the auto industry has seen many changes. The electrical compo-
nents in the horseless carriage were essentially a magneto ignition system. In the 1920s, the
electric starter became popular butthefirst real use of the semiconductorin the auto indus-
try was in the 1960s,first in electronic voltage regulators and then in brakerless ignition sys-
tems. Toward the end of the 1970s, the full engine control computer was in production. Then
by the 1980s, consumers were demandingelectronically controlled turbo, electronically driven
instrumentclusters, antilock brake systems, and navigation and trip computers. The electronic
content of passenger vehicles had doubled by the 1990s.

26.4.1 The Future of Automotive Electronics

In the future, electronics will play an even larger roll. The automotive electronics field is
presently going through a number of noteworthy changes. Integration, diagnostics, design for
manufacturability, and system engineering are the buzzwordsof the 1990s. The past add-a-fea-
ture, add-a-module mode of operation is replaced by integration. For example, the common
practice is to package many of the feature items such as intermittent wipers and automatic
door locks into a single module. The manufacturer will have a built-in diagnostics technique
that can computer-verify that the product is functioning properly at the time of construction.
Also, the dealer will have the capability of accurately and economically determiningthefailed
module. Integration, diagnostics, and systems engineering promise higher quality, better per-
formance, and lowercost for the manufacturer and the consumer.

26.4.2. The Class B Data Communications Network

The Class B data networkis the main enabler and driving force to module integration andser-
vice diagnostics. The data network interconnects these integrated systems, allows the modules
to communicate with each other, and provides for quick service and maintenance.Theseinte-
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grated systems must be coordinated to make sure that everything functions together properly.
The Class B data communications networkis applicable because most of these features will
not require real-time control processing.

Electronics and vehicle multiplexing means more than just new innovative gadgets in a car.
This relatively new field of automotive engineeringis a highly developed technology that has
the potential for enormous benefits to the consumerin that it promotes safety and provides
convenient and useful features in the automobile. The data network and electronics should

make it easier and more economical to manufacturea car, drive a car, and service a car.
Even thoughthe electronic contentwill have doubled,the car of the mid 90s will besignif-

icantly easier to manufacture becausethere will be half the number of modules, due to feature
content integration. The data network that interconnects these modules will also reduce the
size and numberof interconnecting cables and cut the numberofcircuits by 25 percent.

The objective of the industry is to deliver a quality, defect-free product to the customer. As
previously illustrated, integration plays a major role in reducing the number of modulesthat
can fail, the numberof parts that can break and the numberof interconnecting circuits that
can fail, thereby substantially improving the reliability. The data network and built-in diag-
nostics also play a key role in verifying that the product is manufactured properly. Proper
diagnostics is also accomplished more perfectly by computer during manufacturing, and
reduces or eliminates the arduous task of manual verification on the assemblyline.

The computerized vehicles of the future need logically acute ergonomics for the driver.
Safety, reliability, ease of use, buttons that are easy to reach, and gagesordials that are easy to
see can all be characterized as “slickness.” Our neoteric generation of customers is rightfully
demanding these innovations and world competition makesit a top priority.

At the heart of these ease-of-driving innovationsis the data network that allows the vari-
ous integrated modules to coordinate their activity so that the buttons that controlthe dis-
plays can be placed at the best ergonomiclocations. Thedisplay is then located for convenient
viewing while operating the vehicle.

With the aid of market research, the integrated module may be chosen to contain just the
mix of features the customer desires. The data network can significantly simplify delivery of
the required data to that module. This gives the customer greater freedom than ever to pick
and choose a personally designed content in his new vehicle, thus promoting customer per-
sonalization andsatisfaction.

The auto industry designs for reliability, but when thingsfail, the objective is to economi-
cally fix it right the first time. Vehicle multiplexing again plays a majorrole in allowing the ser-
vice technician to communicate with each of the modules using a diagnostic tool through a
centrally located diagnostic connector. This method uses the power of the computer in the
vehicle and the diagnostic tool to walk the technician through the diagnostic flowchart to
deliver the solution to the problem in a language the service technician can understand.

26.4.3 Class A Multiplexing

Withall these benefits why is multiplexing taking so long? Overthe last two decadesthe auto-
motive component manufacturers of electronic equipment have been touting the virtues of
Class A vehicle multiplexing (low-speed body wiring and control functions). Previously, arti-
cles wereillustrated with dramatic pictures of the amountof wire that could be saved by mul-
tiplexing. Otherarticles projected immense cost savings and technical benefits to be derived
through theutilization of vehicle multiplexing. Now 20yearslater, few,if any, of these predic-
tions have becomeareality. Thus, the domestic vehicle manufacturers have not generally
endorsed these concepts.

For years it was postulated that vehicle multiplexing would be practical once a semicon-
ductor device was developed that would replace the relay and have the capability of driving
lights and electric motors. The recently developed MOS powerdriver has this multiplexing
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potential. The semiconductor industry hopesthat this device is the real breakthroughthatwill
make Class A vehicle multiplexing a reality. However, with this development, the industry is
only closer to a solution. The real situation is that Class A multiplexingis still not cost effec-
tive. A closer examination of the problems of Class A multiplexing from a vehicle manufac-
turers’ perspective is warranted. The effectiveness of multiplexing must consider the
following factors:

e Theability to reduce the average vehicle system cost

e Theability to allocate the cost of the option to the option

e Wiring reductions such as numberof circuits and bundle size

e The support of built-in diagnostics for manufacturing and service

e Bus throughput (capacity) and how well the network architecture handles time-critical
messages.

e Reductions in weight and ease of assembly

26.4.4 Comparison of Class A and B Data Networks

Is the Class B multiplexing situation any different than the Class A? A careful system cost
analysis for Class B vehicle multiplexing shows that the added cost of the multiplexing elec-
tronic componentsis not offset by the cost savings in vehicle wiring harnesses. The condition
is very similar to Class A data network leading one to adopt the theory that vehicle multi-
plexing by itself is not cost effective. The higher the cost of the electronic multiplexer, the
larger the problem offinding effective cost offsets. Therefore, if the Class A data networkis
too complex it may not be cost effective.

There are other driving forces, such as increased content, packaging, and wire bundle size,
that have the potential of outweighing the cost disadvantage. The situation with the Class B
data network is much different. Class B vehicle multiplexing is the enabler to other cost-off-
setting methods that are not possible with Class A multiplexing. Cost reductions such as mod-
we integration and diagnostics can be effectively used to more than offset the cost of the
electronic multiplexer.

26.4.5 The SAE J1850 Standard

The SAE J1850 is a standard for a Class B data communications network. The entire

automotive industry will benefit from the development of this data network. In the past,
development of proprietary data networksinefficiently used scarce industry resources. Stan-
dardization will save manpower and resources, in both the semiconductor and automotive
industry, and make the resources previously dedicated to proprietary data networks available
for concentration on more competitive electronic developments.

The transition to an industry standard data network will be difficult and will take several
years to accomplish effectively. The first introduction of the full industry standard vehicle
multiplex network will be found on only luxury vehicles and then only after the system eco-
nomics warrant support. Economics will play a major role in determining when the average
vehicle, manufactured domestically or abroad,will have an industry standard data network.It
will take the dedication and talent of electronic engineers in both the automotive and the
semiconductor industries to develop the components that will meet the economic require-
ments. The developmentof a family of componentsis required to support the economical use
on more than just the more expensive and luxury type vehicles. The application for data net-
works varies between manufacturers’ product lines and there will be a need for different lev-
els of industry standard data network interfaces to meet the full application requirements.
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This glossary contains generally accepted terminology for automotive electronic application.
The terms may have additional definitions depending on usagein otherdisciplines.

Arbitration The process of resolving which frame or in-frame response data continues to be
transmitted when two or more nodes begin transmitting frames or in-frame response data
simultaneously.

Arbitration detection Refers to a contention-based arbitration circuit, whereby the con-
tention created by simultaneous access of multiple nodes on the networkis resolvedin a bit-
by-bit arbitration circuit by means of collision detection where dominant bits in the
arbitration field survive without destruction andall others discontinue transmission.(See Bit-
by-bit arbitration and Collision detection.)

Architecture The organizational structure of a vehicle multiplex network, mainly referring
to the application structure and communications protocol. .

Balanced current I/O An input/output circuit configuration in which signals are transmitted
as currents that travel down one conductor and return on the other, and these currents are
balanced,i.e., of equal magnitude.

Baud rate A measurementor transfer rate; a numberof discrete conditionsor signal events
per second.

Bipolar data Data that is driven both positively and negatively from a common point such
as a reference voltage or ground (0) potential.

Bit-by-bit arbitration A contention-based arbitration, whereby the contention created by
simultaneous access of multiple nodes on the networkis resolved bit bybit. Bits may be rep-
resented as dominantor passive on the physical layer with dominantbits overriding passive
ones in case of contention. The message with a dominantbit in the arbitration field survives
without destruction and all others discontinue transmission. This procedure is repeated
throughall bits of the arbitration field.

Bit encoding The smallest unit of information in the binary system of notation.

Bitrate Bits per time during transmission, independentof bit representation.

Bit-stuf NRZ The insertion of extra bits into an NRZ data stream to avoid the appearance
of unintended control sequences for synchronization.

Bit synchronized ‘Transmission of a frame in which the data bits are transmitted with the
transmitter and receiverbit transitions aligned in time (synchronized),

Broadcast type messages The transmission of information to more than one receiver as dif-
ferentiated from node-to-node communications.
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Bus Topology of a communications network where all nodes are reached by links, which
allow transmission in both directions.

Bursty noise Unwanted electromagnetic disturbances that are manifestedas relatively short
period barrages (bursts) at random orrepetitive rates.

Checksum Anerror-detecting code based on a simple eight-bit summation seriesof all the
bytes in the frame that are to be checked.

Class A system <A multiplex system whereby vehicle wiring is reduced by the transmission
and reception of multiple signals over the same signal bus between nodesthat replaces the
conventional wiring in vehicles. The nodes used to accomplish multiplexed body wiring typi-
cally did not exist in the sameor similar form in a totally conventionally wired vehicle.

Class B system <A multiplex system whereby data (e.g., parametric data values) is trans-
ferred between nodes to eliminate redundant sensors and other system elements. The nodes
in this form of a multiplex system typically already existed as stand-alone modules in a con-
ventionally wired vehicle.

Class C system A multiplex system whereby high data rate signals typically associated with
real-time control systems, such as engine controls and antilock brakes, are sent over the signal
busto facilitate distributed control and to further reduce vehicle wiring.

Collision detection Collision detection and bit-by-bit arbitration are sometimes used inter-
changeably and they both refer to a contention-based arbitration, in which the contention
created by simultaneous access of multiple nodes on the network is resolved on a bit-by-bit
arbitration basis utilizing a collision detection means. (See Bit-by-bit arbitration.)

Command mode A modeof operation of a master-slave system in which the master node
takes prompt control of the network to achieve the input and/or output function.

Common moderejection ratio The ratio of the common modeinput voltage to output volt-
age commonly expressed in dBV,ie., the extent to which a differential amplifier rejects an
output when the same signal is applied to both inputs.

Contention process A state of the bus in which data from two or more transmitters are
simultaneously attempting to use a single shared network medium. A collision detection or
arbitration process can be used to resolve the conflict.

Contiguous bits A condition wherea string of data bits is continuous and without dead time
betweenbits.

Control field A field in a frame which designates commandinformation.

Control mode Control mode and command modeare used interchangeably and refer to a
modeof operation of a master-slave system in which the master node takes prompt controlof
the network to perform the input and/or output function.

Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) An error-detecting code in which the codeis defined to be
the remainderresulting from dividing the bits to be checkedin the frame by a predetermined
binary number.

Data collision A state of the bus in which two or more transmitters are turned on simulta-

neously to conflicting states.

Data consistency A feature of communications in some multiplex wiring systems wherebyit
is determined and ensuredthat all required recipients of a message have received the message
accurately before acting upon it simultaneously. This feature is desirable in, for example,
ensuring that all four lamps are turned on at once or that all four brakes are energized simul-
taneously.
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Data decoding technique The process of retrieving a signal on the transmission medium that
was encoded(e.g., NRZ, PWM, Manchester) back into the original logical,“1”s and “0”s bits.

Data encoding technique Data bit encoding defines the way in which the logicalbits, “1”s
and “0”s, are translated into signals on the transmission medium by the physical interface
(e.g., NRZ, PWM,Manchester).

Data field Data (data field) are bytes between header bytes and error detection byte. Data
and data field are sometimes used interchangeably and they both refer to a field within a
frame that may include bytes with parameters pertaining to the message and/or secondary ID
and/or extended addresses and/or test modes, which further define a particular message con-
tent being exchanged over the network.

Decibel volts (dBV) A measure of the relative strength of two signals where the value is 20
times thelog of theratio of the voltage of the twosignals.

Deterministic A signalis said to be deterministic when the future behaviorof the signal can
be predicted precisely.

Differential receiver The node receiverthat contains a differential input. (See Balanced cur-
rent I/O.)

Direct addressing mode Direct addressing, control mode, and command modeareusedinter-
changeably and they refer to a mode of operation of a master-slave system in which the master
node takes promptcontrol of the network to perform the input and/or output function.

Dominant bit A bit which wins arbitration when contending for the bus. For SAE J1850, a
logic “O” is the dominantbit.

Driver A solid state device used to transfer electrical power to the next stage, which may be
anotherdriver, an electrical load (power driver), a wire or cable (line driver), a display (dis-
play driver), etc.

Duplex bus A multiplex bus where both transmission and reception occur simultaneously
on the same network media. Also referred to as “full duplex.”

Dynamicrange The difference between the overload level and the minimum acceptablesig-
nallevel in a multiplex system, sometimes expressed in dBV.

Event-based The attribute of transmission of data on a manually triggered event or on
change of parametric value.

Event-driven The attribute of an event-based network protocol.

Fault tolerance Ability of a system to survive a certain numberoffailures while performing
its required functions, but possibly with some degraded characteristics.

Frame One complete transmission of information, which may or may notinclude an in-frame
response. The frame is enclosed by the start of frame and end of frame symbols. For Class B
networks, each frame contains of only one message. (See Message and Message frame.)

Framing overhead The framing overhead defines the amount of nondata overhead associ-
ated with the given protocol, i.e., framing overhead.

Functional addressing Functional addressing allows a message to be addressed or sent to one
or more nodes on the networkinterested in that function. Functional addressingis intended for
messages that may be of interest to more than a single node. For example, a vehicle speed mes-
sage could be sentto all nodes requiring the vehicle speed using a functional address. Func-
tional addressingis labeling of messages based on their operation code or data content.
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Functional superset A Class C multiplex networkis defined as a functional superset of Class
B and Class A multiplex network, networks that have both physical and functional properties.
Asa functional superset, the network must be capable of communications that would perform
all of the functions of the networksin that set.

Gate A minimum cell composed of transistors which form a circuit to perform a logic func-
tion such as NAND or NOR,andtypically is used as a size or complexity measure of a com-
ponent.

Gateway A node used to connect networks that use different protocols, as differentiated
from a bridge. A gateway acts as a protocol converter,

Global address The predefined address or ID used as a broadcastto all nodes on the net-
work.

Global time base A clock or timing device relating to, or involving, the entire vehicle net-
work andproviding the time base for the time-triggered protocol.

Ground offset Difference in voltage at a ground point as compared to a reference ground
point. (See Longitudinal noise.)

Handshaking Defines the interaction of nodes within a networkin orderto effect a transfer
of data. This may include such things as negative and positive acknowledgment and in-mes-
sage acknowledgment.

Headerfield The header or headerfield, often used interchangeably,is a one- or three-byte
field within a frame which directly or implicitly contains information about the messagepri-
ority, message source and target addressing, message type, and in-frame response type.

Hexadecimal (Hex) A four-bit digital numbering system using0,1, ...... A, B,C, D, E, and F
to representall the possible values of a decimal equivalent0 to 15.

Identifier (ID) The primary ID identifies the target for this functional message andis the
primary discriminator used to group functions into main categories.

Idle detection The capability of a circuit to detect the condition of a nondata period.

In-frame acknowledgment The form of the acknowledgment that is expected within that
frame.

In-frame response (IFR) The form of the response that is expected within that frame. (See
Response.)

Initialization Parameterization and eventual configuration of a system during startup.

Interbyte separation (IBS) A condition under which data bytes of an asynchronousserial
transmission within a frame are disjointed or separate with variable amounts of dead time
between bytes.

Interframe delimiter (IFD) Interframe delimiter (IFD), interframe separation (IFS), and
interframe spacing are used interchangeably andrefer to a condition under which the frames
of an asynchronousserial transmission on a multiplex network are disjointed or separate with
variable amounts of dead time between messages as a result of system clock tolerances in
order to support synchronization of frames.

Invalid bit A detector system that determines when a data bit has deviated outside the
established requirements.

Invalid message structure A detector system that determines when the message frame com-
position has deviated outside the established requirements.
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Latency The time required to transfer a message from the transmitting node measured from
the momentit is prepared to send the message until it is correctly received by the targeted
receiver. It may include a retry strategy delayif the initial exchange is not successful.

Line driver A solid state device (driver) used to transfer electrical energy to a wire or cable
communications medium (signal bus) performing the transmit portion of the transceiver
function.

Local area network (LAN) A local multiplex network that can serve a variety of devices.
Typically in automotive systemsit is used for collecting data from sensors and controlling
actuators for one host module.

Longitudinal noise Difference in voltage between two ground points as a result of ground
offset electrical noise currents. (See Groundoffset.)

Manchester (MAN) A digital signaling technique in whichthereis a transition in the mid-
dle of each bit time. A “1” is encoded with a high level duringthefirst half of the bit time and
a “0” is encoded with a low level during the second half of the bit time. Therefore, there is a
maximum of two transitionsperbit time.

Master (node or module) The master node and master module are used interchangeably
and are defined as the device which controls the transfer of information on a multiplex net-
work. (See Master-slave.)

Master-slave A type of system whereby one node, a module, acts as a master or central unit
and controls the actions of the other nodes designated as slaves or remote units.

Media access The method used to award the communication network to one of the nodes

for the transmission of a message, e.g., master slave, token passing, CSMA/CD.

Message All of the data bytes contained in a frame. The message is whatis left after the
frame symbols have been removed from the frame. As such, the message is the sequence of
bytes contained in the frame.

Message frame A portion of a communication protocol within the message transfer specify-
ing the arrangement and meaningofbits orbit fields in the sequence of transfer across the
transmission medium. The message frame is whatis left after the message has been removed
from the frame.

Message latency The time required by a system to access the medium so as to begin the
delivery of information. Message latency is measured from the time that a node is ready to
send specific information to the timeof the start of the transmission of this information, which
will ultimately be successful. Thus, the total time required to successfully send a desired mes-
sage will be the sum of the message latency and the message transmission time.

Message source Anidentifier that defines the physical origin of a frame of data.

Message transfer The portion of the protocol dealing with the organization, meaning, and
timing associated with the bits of data. Message transfer deals with what bits must be sent and
when they must be sent to accomplish the transmission of a message.

Message type A classification of the different categories or classes of messages, such as func-
tional or physical.

Modified frequency modulation (MFM) An encoding technique that defines two symmetri-
cally spaced phases, data and clock, to a synchronizing signal. Modulating data causes transi-
tions at these phases depending on the logic level.
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Multiple-byte header protocol A protocol that utilizes a numberofbytes in the headerfield
within a frame which directly contains information about the message priority, message
source and target addressing, message type, and in-frame response type.

Multiplex bus (signal bus) Multiplex bus and signal bus are sometimesused interchangeably
and refer to the wiring serving all multiplex system nodes andincludesthe signal, power, and
ground buses.

Multiplexing The process of combining several messages for transmission over the samesig-
nal path. There are two widely used methods of multiplexing: time division and frequency
division.

Negative acknowledgment <A control character on a communications network transmitted
from a receiving point as a negative response to the reception of the message. The response
signifies that the message was not received correctly.

Network <A system capable of supporting communications by three or more nodes.

Network access Method used to award the communications network to one of the nodes for

the transmission of a message.

Network topologies The layout of elements capable of supporting communicationsby three
or more nodes,

Node Any subassembly of a multiplex system which communicates on the signal bus, ie., a
transceiver. In addition to modules, nodes may include other devices that contain the intelli-
gence necessary to support these communications.

Nonreturn to zero (NRZ) A data bit format in which the voltage or current value, whichis
typically voltage, determines the data bit value, i.e., one or zero.

Nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration Nondestructive bit-by-bit arbitration and bit-by-bit
arbitration are used interchangeably and both refer to a contention-based arbitration,
whereby the contention created by simultaneous access of multiple nodes on the networkis
resolvedbit by bit. (See Bit-by-bit arbitration.)

Normalization bit A VPW modulation bit symbol that follows an end of data symbol used
to initialize an in-frame response with the proper phase.

OSI model The open system interconnect (OSI) model defines a seven-layer model for a
data communications network.

Parametric data values A parameteris the variable quantity included in some messages.The
parameter value, scaling, offset, units, transfer function, etc., are unique to each particular
message.

Parity (odd or even) The parity checkbit is said to be odd or even when the simple sum ofall
the binarybits in the frame, including the checkbit, is always odd or always even. (See Parity bit.)

Parity bit A check bit appendedto a frame composedofbinary bits to make the simple sum
of all the binary bits, including the check bit, always odd or always even.

Parity error An error is determined when the locally calculated parity check bit disagrees
with the parity check bit received in the frame.

Physical addressing Labeling of messages for the physical address location of their source
and/or destination(s). This is independentof their geographic location, connector pin, and/or
wire identification assignments. The information in these messages are only of relevance to
particular nodes, so the other nodes on the bus should ignore the message.
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Physical layer The properties of the communications medium (signal bus) which can be
determinedby electrical measurements,such as voltages, currents, impedances,rise times,etc.

Poll The process by which a master device invites a slave device, such as a sensor or actua-
tor, one at a time, to transmit data or to act on command.

Positive acknowledgment A control character on a communications network transmitted
from a receiving point as a positive response to the reception of the message. The response
signifies that the message was received correctly.

Priority Attribute of a message controlling its ranking during arbitration. A high priority
increases the probability that a message wins the arbitration process.

Propagation delay ‘The worst-case or maximum propagation time through a medium such as
the circuits of an IC or a multiplex network.

Protocol A formal set of conventions or rules for the exchange of information between
nodes, including the procedures for establishing and controlling transmissions on the multi-
plex signal bus (message administration) and the organization, meaning, and timing associ-
ated with the bits of data (message transfer).

Pulse-width variability The variations in pulse-width tolerances associated with variable
pulse-width modulation caused by such things as groundoffset and the busdriver.

Response A message or portion of a message initiated by a receiving node as a result of a
message transmitted by a different node. A response can be an acknowledgmentor response
data, and it can be appendedto the original message (immediate response) or a unique mes-
sage (separate response).

Response current A system that utilizes change in current signal which is used to indicate
whether a message has been received properly.

Response data A response to a message which provides the data or information requested
in the message. This may be an in-frame response or a report to requested data.

Serial communications interface (SCI) A common microcomputerinterface that provides a
standard mark/space (NRZ) which producesonestart bit, eight data bits, and one stopbit in
a serial data format.

Shadow nodes A nodein a time triggered protocol architecture which receives input mes-
sages but does not produce any outputas long as the other two nodesof the networkare oper-
ational. As soon as oneof these other two nodesfails, the shadow nodetakesthe time division
multiple access (TDMA)slot from the failed node and producesoutput.

Single-byte header protocol A protocol thatutilizes a single byte in the headerfield within
a frame which implicitly contains information about the messagepriority, message source and
target addressing, message type, and in-frame responsetype.

Single-wire random lay Refers to a transmission medium of a multiplex network that con-
sists of a single conductor and a commonreturnthat is randomly placed in the wiring harness
with all of the other vehicle circuits. The return conductor could be the vehicle chassis or a

common ground conductor.

Sleep state (sleep mode) Sleep state and sleep mode are sometimes used interchangeably
and refer to the behavior whereby a nodeis on a low-power consumption standby state wait-
ing to be switched on by a frame or other activity. This is distinct from an off mode where
there is no power consumption andit is disconnected from the power supply.

Start bit The bit encoded within an asynchronous transmission that synchronizes the
receiver clock to terminate the end of that block or byte of data.
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Stop bit The bit encoded within an asynchronous transmission that synchronizes the
receiver clock to the start of that block or byte of data.

Symbol The individual elements that compose the message frame such as start of frame
(SOF), end of data (EOD), end of frame (EOF), and CRC.

Synchronization Procedure to ensure a desiredtiming for interrelated actions and/or processes.

System architecture The organization of a multiplex system including, but not necessarily
limited to, the location and ranking of logic or decision-making elements and the types and
methods of communications between these elements.

T-tap connection A splice in a wiring harness forming a “T” connection. This configuration
is associated with an automated insulation displacement type connection at a connector.

Target address The address of the node for which the messageis intended. This addressis
usually the physical address of a particular node.

10-bit NRZ A common microcomputer interface that provides a standard mark/space
(NRZ) which producesa total of 10 bits, 1 start bit, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit in a serial data
format. [See Serial communications interface (SCD]

Tightly looped distributed processing A control strategy that acts within the actual time the
physical events take place and whereby control elements are physically located in several dif-
ferent places.

Time-critical message The attributes of a message that require action in a very short period
of time bordering on real-time control requirements.

Timedivision multiple access (TDMA)_A generalclassification of multiplexing that utilizes
time division multiplex protocols.

Timedivision multiplex protocol A protocol in which the meaningof a piece of information
on the signal bus is determined byits relationship, Le., first, second, third, etc., to the start of
the message or bitstream. In a time division multiplex protocol, data can be interleaved on a
bit-by-bit, byte-by-byte, or block-by-block basis.

Timetriggered media access Bus accessis controlled by a global time base which opensslots
to data depending on the network protocol.

Timetriggered protocol (TTP) A real-time control system architecture where all system
activities are triggered by the progression of real time. This distributed time triggered archi-
tecture requires clock synchronization by a global time base.

Token The symbol of authority passed between nodesin a token-passing protocol. Posses-
sion of this symbol identifies the node currently in control of the medium.

Token-passing protocol A node that has communicated passes the control of the bus,
including the right to communicate to another node, at the end of the message via a token.

Token slot protocol A protocol where busaccess is controlled by a time base which opens a
time slot to a numberof nodesthat, in turn, take control of the network when thereis data to
communicate to another node.

Transceiver An electrical circuit which both transmits (line driver portion) and receives
(line receiver portion).

Transitions (bit) The process of changing from one voltage level to another voltagelevel.

Translated The conversion from one binary number to another binary numberin orderto
achieve correct bit-by-bit arbitration.
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Trapezoidal waveforms A sawtooth waveform superimposed onto a square wave.

Twisted pair A transmission line consisting of two similar conductors that are insulated
from each other and are twisted around each other to form a communications channel. The

purpose for twisting the conductors around each otheris to reduce the electric and magnetic
field interaction with other conductors.

Variable pulse-width (VPW) modulation (VPWM) A method of using both bus state and
pulse width to encodebit information. This encoding technique is used to reduce the number
ofbus transitions for a given bit rate. One embodiment would define a “1” as a dominant short
pulse or a passive long pulse while a “0” would be defined as a long dominantpulse or a short
passive pulse. Since a message is composed of random “1”s and “0”s, general byte or message
times cannot be predicted in advance.

Wake-up The process of activating a node thatis in the sleep state.

Wave-shaped <A technique of rounding the corners of a trapezoidal waveform in order to
significantly minimize the EMI.
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CHAPTER 27

ELECTROMAGNETIC STANDARDS
AND INTERFERENCE 

James P. Muccioli

EMC Consultant, JASTECH

27.1 SAE AUTOMOTIVE EMC STANDARDS 

27.1.1 Overview

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has been involved in writing electromagnetic
compatibility standards since 1957 with SAE-J551. In its original form, SAE-J551 was
intended to protect “roadside receivers,” particularly television, from vehicle ignition noise.
There have been several revisions to SAE-J551 and new electromagnetic compatibility stan-
dards due to the evolution of digital electronics. With the implementationofdigital electronic
systemson vehicles, a new set of radio noise problems prompted a new standardto be written
in 1987.

This chapter will review the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Electromagnetic
CompatibilityEMC)standards on both vehicle system level and component-level test meth-
ods. The Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) and Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Stan-
dards Committees are working together to coverall aspects of the EMCfield and to develop
test methods andlimits relating to vehicle and other motorized equipment. Each of the com-
mittees has representation from automotive corporations, truck and bus corporations, suppli-
ers, consumers, test houses, and government.

Presently, the Society of Automotive Engineers EMC Standards Committees are revising
SAE J1113 and SAE J551 to create documents made up of multiple parts, covering all aspects
of component and vehicle testing. SAE EMCstandards are being harmonized with those of
the International Standards Organization (ISO). The vehicle-level EMC standard, SAE J551,
is divided into emissions test parts numbered 2 through 10 (Table 27.1) and immunity test
parts numbered 11 through 20 (Table 27.2). The component-level EMCstandard, SAE J1113,
is divided into immunity test parts numbered 2 through 40 (Table 27.3) and emissionstest
parts numbered above 40 (Table 27.4). Part 1 of both documents contains an introduction and
definitions. The SAE standardsare structured to be living documents to accept changes and
additions without the need to revise or renumberparts.

27.3
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TABLE 27.1 EMC EmissionsTests for Vehicles—SAE JS51

SAE J551 part
2
3
4
5

Bandwidth

Broadband
Narrowband
Narrow & broad
Narrow & broad

 

TABLE 27.2 EMC Immunity Tests for Vehicles—SAE J551

SAE J551 part Test type

Frequency range Test distance Comparable standard
30 MHz—1 GHz 10m CISPR 12

10 kKHz—1 GHz 3m CISPR TBD
150 kHz—1 GHz Im CISPR TBD
20 kHz—1 GHz 10m CISPR TBD

Frequency range Comparable standard 
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17

Off vehicle source
On vehicle source

Bulk current injection
Reverberation chamber

Electrostatic discharge
Transients

Power line magnetic field

500 kHz—18 GHz
1.8 MHz—1.2 GHz
1—400 MHz
200 MHz—18 GHz
N/A
N/A
60 Hz—30 kHz

TABLE 27.3. EMC Immunity Tests for Components—SAE J1113

 SAE J1113 part Test type Frequency range

2 Conducted immunity 30 Hz—250 kHz
3 Conducted immunity 100 kKHz—400 MHz
4 Bulk current injection 1—400 MHz

11 Transients N/A

12 Coupled transients N/A
13 Electrostatic discharge N/A
21 Semi-anechoie chamber 30 MHz—18 GHz

22 Powerline magnetic 60 Hz—30kHz
23 RF stripline 10 kHz—1 GHz
24 TEM cell 10 kHz—200 MHz

25 Triplate 10 kHz—1 GHz
26 Powerline E-field 60 Hz—30 kHz
27 Reverberation chamber 500 MHz—2 GHz

TABLE 27.4 EMC Emissions Tests for Components—SAE J1113

ISO 11451/2
TSO 11451/3
ISO 11451/4
None
TSO 10605
None
None

Comparable standard
None
ISO 11452/7
ISO 11452/4

ISO 7637-1
ISO 7637-3
ISO 10605

ISO 11452/2
None
ISO 11452/5
ISO 11452/3
None
None
None

 

 SAE J1113 part Test type Frequency range Comparable standard
41 Narrowband 10 kHz—1 GHz CISPR TBD
42 Transient N/A ISO 7637-1
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27.1.2 SAE J551

Note: This section contains portions reprinted with permission from Draft SAE J551 ©1993
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

SAE J551 combines all of the vehicle-level automotive-related EMC test methods for

emissions and immunity tests into one document. The contents of the SAE J551 are as follows.

SAE J551/1 General and Definitions
Absorberlined chamber A shielded room with absorbing material onits internal reflective
surfaces (floor absorber material optional).

Amplitude modulation (AM) The process by which the amplitude of a carrier wave is var-
ied following a specific law. The result of that process is an AM signal.

Antenna correction factor The factor that is applied to the voltage measured at the input
connector of the measuring receiver to givethe field strength at the antenna.

Antenna matching unit A unit for matching the impedanceof an antennato that of the 50-
ohm measuring receiver over the antenna measuring frequency range.

Artificial network (AN) A network inserted in the supply leads of an apparatus to be tested
which provides,in a given frequency range, a specified load impedance for the measurement
of disturbance voltages and which isolates the apparatus from the power supply in that fre-
quency range.

Bandwidth The width of the frequency band over which a given characteristic of an equip-
ment doesnot differ from its reference by more than a specified amountorratio.

Broadband artificial network (BAN) A network that presents a controlled impedance to
the device undertest over a specified frequency range while allowing the device undertest to
be interfaced to its support system.It is used in power, signal, and controllines.

Broadband emission An emission which has a bandwidth greater than that of a particular
measuring apparatus or receiver.

Bulk current Total amount of common mode currentin a harness.

Bulk current injection probe A device for injecting current in a conductor without interrupt-
ing the conductor and without introducing significant impedance into the associated circuits.

Characteristic level The controlling (or dominant) emission level experienced in each fre-
quency subband. The characteristic level is the maximum measurement obtained for both
antennapolarizations and forall the specified measurementpositions of the vehicle or device.
Known ambientsignals shall not be considered part of the characteristic level.

Class An arbitrary performance level agreed upon by the purchaser and the supplier and
documentedin the test plan.

Component continuous conducted emissions The noise voltages/currents of a continuous
nature existing on the supply or other wires of a component/module which maycause inter-
ference to reception in an on-boardreceiver.

Compression point The input signal level at which the gain of the measuring system
becomesnonlinear such that the indicated output deviates from an ideal receiving system’s
output by the specified incrementin dB.

Coupling A meansor a device transferring power between systems.

Current (measuring) probe A device for measuring the current in a conductor without inter-
rupting the conductor and withoutintroducing significant impedance into the associated circuits.
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Degradation (of performance) An undesired departure in the operational performance of
any device, equipment, or system from its intended performance.

Device A machine equipped with an internal combustion engine but notself-propelled.
Devices include, but are notlimited to, chain saws, irrigation pumps, and air compressors.

Directional coupler A three- or four-port device consisting of two transmission lines cou-
pled together in such a mannerthat a single traveling wave in any one transmissionline will
induce a single traveling wave in the other, the direction of propagation of the latter wave
being dependent uponthatof the former.

Disturbance suppression Action which reducesor eliminates electrical disturbance.

Disturbance voltage; interference voltage Voltage produced between two points on sepa-
rate conductors by an electromagnetic disturbance, measured under specified conditions.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) The ability of an equipment or system to function
satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment withoutintroducing intolerable electromag-
netic disturbance to anything in that environment.

Electromagnetic disturbance Any electromagnetic phenomenon which may degrade the
performance of a device, equipment, or system or adversely affect living or inert matter.

Electromagnetic immunity (to a disturbance) Theability of a device, equipment, or system
to perform without degradation in the presence of an electromagnetic disturbance.

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) Degradation of the performance of an equipment,
transmission channel or system caused by an electromagnetic disturbance.

Electromagnetic radiation The phenomena by which energy in the form of electromagnetic
waves emanates from a source into space; energy transferred through space in the form of
electromagnetic waves.

Forward power Power supplied by the output of an amplifier (or generator) traveling
towardsthe load.

Ground (reference) plane A flat conductive surface whose potential is used as a common
reference.

Ignition noise suppressor That part of a high-voltage ignition circuit intended to limit the
emission of impulsive ignition noise,

Immunity level The maximum level of a given electromagnetic disturbance incident on a
particular device, equipment, or system for which it remains capable of operating at a
required degree of performance.

Impulse electric field strength The root-mean-square value ofthe sinusoidally varying radi-
ated electric field producing the same peak response in a bandpass system, antenna, and
bandpassfilter, produced by the unknownimpulse electric field.

Impulse noise Noise characterized by transient disturbances separated in time by quiescent
intervals. The frequency spectrum of these disturbances must be substantially uniform over
the useful pass band of the transmission system. The same source may produce impulse noise
in one system and random noise in a different system (from ANSI/IEEEStd 100).

Impulsive ignition noise The unwanted emission of electromagnetic energy, predominantly
impulsive in content, arising from the ignition system within a vehicle or device.

Interference suppression Action which reduces or eliminates electrical interference.

Measuring instrument impulse bandwidth The maximum value of the output response
envelope divided by the spectrum amplitude of an applied impulse.
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Narrowband emission An emission which has a bandwidth less than that of a particular
measuring apparatus or receiver.

Net power Forward power minusreflected power.

Peak detector A detector, the output voltage of which is the peak value of the applied signal.

Polarization (of a wave or field vector) The property of a sinusoidal electromagnetic wave
or field vector defined at a fixed point in space by the direction of the electric field strength
vector or of any field vector; when the direction varies with time, the property may be char-
acterized by the locus described by the extremity of the considered field vector.

Quasi-peak detector A detector having specified electrical time constants which, when reg-
ularly repeated identical pulses are appliedto it, delivers an output voltage whichis a fraction
of the peak value of the pulses, the fraction increasing toward unity as the pulse repetition
rate is increased.

Receiver terminal voltage (antenna voltage) The voltage generated by a source of radio dis-
turbance and measuredin dB (UV) by a radio interference measuring receiver conforming to
the requirements of CISPR Publications 16 or ANSI C63.2.

Reflected power Power traveling toward the generator reflected by the load due to im-
pedance mismatch between the transmission line and the load.

Resistive distributor brush Theresistive pick-up brush in an ignition distributor cap.

RF ambient (electromagnetic environment) The totality of electromagnetic phenomena
existing at a given location.

Shall Used to express a command,i-e., conformance with the specific recommendation is
mandatory and deviation is not permitted. The use of shall is not qualified by the fact that
compliance with the standard is considered voluntary.

Shielded enclosure A mesh or sheet metallic housing designed for the purpose of separating
the internal from external electromagnetic environment.

Standing wave ratio (SWR); voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) Theratio, along a trans-
mission line, of a maximum to an adjacent minimum magnitude of a particular field compo-
nent of a standing wave.

Tracking generator A narrowband radio frequency source synchronized to the instanta-
neousreceive frequency of a scanning receiver or spectrum analyzer.

Transmission line system (TLS) A transmission line system is a stripline or parallel plate or
similar device to generate an E-field.

Vehicle A self-propelled machine (excluding aircraft, rail vehicles, and boats over 10 m in
length). Vehicles may be propelled by an internal combustion engine, electrical means, or
both. Vehicles include, but are not limited to, mopeds, automobiles, trucks, agricultural trac-
tors, snowmobiles, and small motorboats.

SAE J551/2 Performance Levels and Methods of Measurement of Electromagnetic Radia-
tionfrom Vehicles and Devices, Broadband, 30 to 1000 MHz. This documentprovidestest
procedures and recommendedlevels to assist engineers in the measurement of broadband
electromagnetic radiation and control of radio interference.

SAE J551/3 Performance Levels and Methods of MeasurementofElectromagnetic Radia-
tionfrom Vehicles and Devices, Narrowband, 10 kHz to 1000 MHz. This document covers
methods of measuring incidental narrowband radiation from vehicles and devices and estab-
lishes performancelevels intended to protect nearby communication and broadcastreceivers.
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SAE J551/4 Test Limits and Methods of Measurement ofRadio Disturbance Characteris-
ticsfrom Vehicles and Devices, Narrowband, 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. This documentpro-
vides measurement techniques andtest limits intended to protect radio receivers installed in
a vehicle from disturbances produced by components/modules in the same vehicle.

SAE JS51/5 Performance Levels and Methods ofMeasurement ofElectromagnetic Radia-
tionfrom Electric Vehicles, Broadband and Narrowband, 9 kHz to 1000 MHz. This docu-
ment provides electric vehicle test procedures and performance levels for the measurement
of both radiated magnetic andelectric field strengths.

SAE J551/11 Vehicle Electromagnetic Immunity—Off- Vehicle Source. This document
adopts ISO CD11451-2: Road Vehicles—Electrical Disturbances by Narrowband Radiated
Electromagnetic Energy—Vehicle Test Methods—Part 2: Off-vehicle Radiation Source.

SAE J551/12 Vehicle Electromagnetic Immunity—On-board Transmitter Simulation.
This document adopts ISO CD11451-3: Road Vehicles—Electrical Disturbances by Narrow-
band Radiated Electromagnetic Energy—Vehicle Test Methods—Part 3: On-board Transmit-
ter Simulation.

SAE JS551/13 Vehicle Electromagnetic Immunity—Bulk Current Injection (BCD. This
document adopts ISO CD11451-4: Road Vehicles—Electrical Disturbances by Narrowband
Radiated Electromagnetic Energy—Vehicle Test Methods—Part 4: Bulk Current Injection.

SAE J551/15 Vehicle Electromagnetic Immunity—Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). This
document adopts the portions of ISO TR10605 which pertain to ESD calibration and vehicle
ESDtesting.

27.1.3 SAE J1113

Note: This section contains portions reprinted with permission from Draft SAE J1113
©1993 Society of Automotive Engineers,Inc.

SAE J1113 combines all of the module-level automotive-related EMC test methods for

emissions and immunity tests into one document. The contents of the SAE J1113 are as follows.

SAE J1113/1 General and Definitions
Ambient Level Those levels of radiated and conducted signal and noise existing at a speci-
fied test location and time when the test sample is not in operation. Atmospherics, interfer-
ence from other sources, and circuit noise or other interference generated within the
measuring set compose the ambientlevel.

Conducted emission Desired or undesired electromagnetic energy which is propagated
along a conductor.

Device under test (DUT) The device whose immunity is being checked.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) The condition that enables equipment, subsystems,
and systems(electronic, chemical, biological, etc.) to function without degradation from elec-
tromagnetic sources and without degrading the electromagnetic environment;ie., it is the
condition which allows the coexistence of different electromagnetic sources without signifi-
cant change in performance of any one in the presence of anyorall the other.

Emission Electromagnetic energy propagated from a source by radiation or conduction.

Equipment under test (EUT) The device or system whose immunity is being checked. Syn-
onymous with DUT.
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Field decay (voltage) The exponentially decaying negative voltage transient such as devel-
oped by an automotive alternator when the field excitation is suddenly removed, as when the
ignition switch is turned off.

Field strength ‘The term field strength shall be applied to either the electric or the magnetic
componentof the field, and may be expressed as V/m or A/m. When measurements are made
in the far field and in free space, the power density in W/cm’ may be obtained from field
strengths approximately as (V/m)/377 or (A/m) x 377. When measurements are madein the
near field and in free space, both the complex electric and magnetic vector componentsof the
field must be fully defined. Power density may then be obtained by use of the Poynting vector.

Ground plane A metal sheet or plate used as a common unipotential reference point for cir-
cuit returns andelectrical or signal potential.

Immunity A measure of electronic module or system tolerance to external electromagnetic
fields. decaying posit

Load dump(voltage) The exponentially live voltage transient developed by an automotive
alternator, when disconnected suddenly from its load, while operating without a storage bat-
tery or with a discharged storage battery. Removalof the load, the resulting transient, or both
in combination are commonlyreferred to as alternator load dump.

Radiated emission Radiation- and induction-field componentsin space. (For the purpose of
this document, induction fields are classed together with radiationfields.)

Spurious emission Any unintentional electromagnetic emission from a device.

Susceptibility The characteristic of an object that results in undesirable responses when sub-
jected to electromagnetic energy.

Test plan ‘The specific documentthat details all tests and limits for the particular device in
question.

SAE J1113/2 Conducted Immunity 30 Hz to 250 kHz). This document provides the
requirements for determining the immunity characteristics of automotive electronic equip-
ment, subsystems, and systems to EM energy injected ontoall leads over the frequency range
of 30 Hz to 250 kHz. The methodis applicable to all input, output, and powerleads.

SAE J1113/3 Conducted Immunity (100 kHz to 400 MHz). This document provides the
requirements for determining the immunity characteristics of automotive electronic equip-
ment, subsystems, and systems to electromagnetic energy injected onto all leads, including
signal and power, over the frequency range 100 kHz to 400 MHz.

SAE J1113/4 Immunity to Radiated Electric Fields—Bulk Current Injection Method (1 to
400 MHz). This document provides a test method for evaluating the immunity of automo-
tive electrical/electronic devices to radiated electromagnetic fields coupled to the vehicle
wiring harness. Bulk current injection (BCI) uses a current probe to inject RF current from 1
to 400 MHzinto the wiring harness of automotive devices.

SAE J1113/11 Immunity to Conducted Transients on Power Leads. This document pro-
vides the methods and apparatus to evaluate electronic devices for immunity to potential
interference from conducted transients along battery feed or switched ignition inputs. Thetest
apparatus specifications outlined in this procedure were developed for 12-V passenger cars
andlight trucks, 12-V heavy-duty trucks, and vehicles with 24-V systems.

SAE J1113/12 Electrical Interference by Conduction and Coupling—Coupling Clamp. This
document provides a commonbasis for the evaluation of devices and equipment in vehicles
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against transient transmission by coupling via lines other than the power supply lines. The test
demonstrates the immunity of the instrument, device, or equipment to coupled fast transient
disturbances, such as those caused by switching of inductive loads, relay contact bouncing, etc.

SAE J1113/13 Immunity to Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). This document provides the
test methods and procedures necessary to evaluate electrical components intended for auto-
motive use to the threat of electrostatic discharges.

SAE J1113/21 Radiated Immunity Using an Absorber Lined Chamber—Far Field. This
document provides the test methods and procedures for testing electromagnetic immunity
(off vehicle radiation sources) of electronic components for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles. To perform this test method, the electronic module, along with the wiring harness
(prototype or standard test harness) and peripheral devices, will be subjected to the electro-
magnetic disturbance generated inside an absorber-lined chamber.

SAE J1113/22 Immunity to Radiated Magnetic Fieldsfrom Power Lines. This document
providesthe testing technique for determining the immunity of automotive electronic devices
to magnetic fields generated by power transmission lines and generatingstations.

SAE J1113/23 Radiated Immunity—Stripline Method. This document provides recom-
mendedtesting techniques for the determinationofelectric field immunity of an automotive
electronic device when the device equipment harness is exposed to an interference RF field.
This technique uses a stripline coupler from 10 kHz to 1 GHz andis limited to harnesses
(and/or samples) which have a maximum heightofequal to or less than one-thirdthestripline
height.

SAE J1113/24 Radiated Immunity—Transverse Electromagnetic Mode (TEM) Cell. This
SAE document adopts [SO CD11452-3: Road Vehicles—Electrical Disturbances by Narrow-
band Electromagnetic Energy—ComponentTest Methods—Part 3:TEM Cell. It provides test
methods and proceduresfor testing electromagnetic immunity of electronic components for
passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The electromagnetic disturbance, considered in this
part of ISO CD11452,will be limited to continuous narrowband electromagneticfields.

SAE J1113/25 Radiated Immunity—Triplate Line Method. This documentprovidestest-
ing techniques for the determination ofelectric field immunity of an automotive electronic
device when the device equipment harness is exposed to an interference RF field. This tech-
nique uses a Tri-Plate Line (TPL) from 10 kHz to 1 GHz andis limited to components which
have a maximum height of equalto or less than one-third the height between the driven ele-
ment and the outer, groundedplates.

SAE J1113/26 Radiated Immunity—60 Hz E-field. This documentprovidestesting tech-
niques using a parallel plate antenna and a low-current, high-voltage generator for the deter-
minationof electric field immunity of an automotive electronic device when the device andits
equipment harness are exposed to a 60-Hzelectricfield.

SAE J1113/27 Immunity to Radiated Electromagnetic Fields (Reverberation) Method.
This document provides the reverberation test method to evaluate the immunity of electronic
devices in the frequency range of 500 MHz to 2.0 GHz. The reverberation test data correlates
with vehicle-level radiated immunity test data in the anechoic chamber and mobile transmit-
ter sites.

SAE J1113/41 Test Limits and Methods of Measurement ofRadio Disturbance Character-
isticsfrom Vehicle Components and Modules, Narrowband, 150 kHz to 1000 MHz. This
documentprovidestest limits and procedures for the measurementof radio disturbances pro-
duced by components/modules in the same vehicle.
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SAE J1113/42 Conducted Transient Emissions. This document provides a component-
level test procedure to evaluate the automotive electrical and electronic components for con-
ducted emissionsoftransients, and for other electromagnetic disturbances. The test apparatus
specifications in this procedure were developed for components installed in 12-V passenger
cars and light trucks.

27.2 IEEE STANDARDS RELATED TO EMC 

27.2.1

27.2.2

27.2.3

27.2.4

27.2.5

27.2.6

27.2.7

Although some of the following standards were not developed in the EMC Society (EMCS),
they were developed with EMCSinput and coordination. (Following each item, the letters in
parenthesesare theinitials of the developing society, and the numbersin square brackets are
TEEE order numbers.)

IEEE Standard 139-1988

IEEE Recommended Practice for the Measurement of Radio Frequency Emission from
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) EquipmentInstalled on User’s Premises. (EMCS)
[SH12377]

IEEE Standard 140-1990

IEEE Recommended Practice for Minimization of Interference from Radio-Frequency
Heating Equipment. (EMCS) [SH13581]

IEEE Standard 187-1990

IEEEStandard of Radio Receivers: Open Field Method of Measurement of Spurious Radia-
tion from FM and Television Broadcast Receivers. (EMCS) [SH13698]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 211-1990

IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Radio Wave Propagation. (APS) [SH13904]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 213-1987

IEEE Standard Procedure for Measuring Conducted Emissions in the Range of 300 kHz to
25 MHzfrom Television and FM Broadcast Receivers to Power Lines. (EMCS) [SH12047]

IEEE Standard 291-1969 (Reaff 1981)

TEEE Standards Report on Measuring Field Strength in Radio Wave Propagation. (APS)
{SH01800]

IEEE Standard 299-1991

JERE Standard Method for Measuring the Effectiveness of Electromagnetic Shielding Enclo-
sures. (EMCS)[SH14134]
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IEEE Standard 368-1977

JEEE RecommendedPractice for Measurement of Electrical Noise and Harmonic Filter Per-

formance of High-Voltage Direct-Current Systems. (COMSOC)[SH07021]

27.2.9 ANSI/IEEE Standard 376-1975 (Reaff 1980)

27.2.10

27.2.11

27.2.12

27.2.13

27.2.14

27.2.15

27.2.16

27.2.17

IEEE Standard for the Measurement of Impulse Strength and Impulse Bandwidth. (EMCS)
[SH03764]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 377-1980 (Reaff 1986)

TEEE Recommended Practice for Measurement of Spurious Emission from Land-Mobile
Communication Transmitters. (EMCS) [SH07898]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 430-1986

IEEE Standard Procedures for the Measurement of Radio Noise from Overhead Power

Lines and Substations. (PES) [SH10801]

ANSHWIEEE Standard 469-1988

TEEE Recommended Practice for Voice-Frequency Electrical-Noise Tests of Distribution
Transformers. (COMSOC) [SH12328]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 473-1985

IEEE Recommended Practice for an Electromagnetic Site Survey (10 kHz to 10 GHz).
(EMCS)[SH09134]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 475-1983

IEEE Measurement Procedure for Field Disturbance Sensors (RF Intrusion Alarm).
(EMCS)[SH08433]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 518-1982 (Reaff 1990)

TEEE Guidefor the Installation of Electrical Equipment to Minimize Noise Inputs to Con-
trollers from External Sources. (IAS) [SH08813]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 539-1979

IEEE Standard Definitions and Terms Relating to Overhead Power Lines Corona and Radio
Noise. (PES) [SH06882]

ANSI/IEEE Standard 539a-1984

Supplement to IEEE Standard 539-1979. (PES) [SH09530]
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27.2.18 ANSI/IEEE Standard 644-1987

IEEE Standard Procedures for Measurement of Power Frequency Electric and Magnetic
Fields from AC Power Lines. (PES) [SH10892]

27.2.19 ANSI/IEEE Standard 776-1987

IEEE Guide for Inductive Coordination of Electric Supply and Communication Lines.
(COMSOC)[SH11239]

27.2.20 IEEE Standard 1027-1984

Draft Trial-Use Standard Method for Measuring the Magnetic Field Intensity Around a Tele-
phone Receiver. (COMSOC) [SH09497]

27.3. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT
OF AN AUTOMOBILE ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 

Note: Parts of this section were taken from thearticle of the same name by J. PR Muccioli and
S. S$. Awad published in the EEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Aug. 1987.

This work was performed to study the electromagnetic environmental conditionsin a typi-
cal midsize automobile with a high-power frequency modulation (FM) transmitter installed
inside the vehicle. Different antenna locations were used to radiate the electromagnetic waves
that were studied. The data obtained from the experimentalresults is presented and discussed.

27.3.1 Test Methodology

The levels of the electric field strength inside the vehicle depend on a numberof factors. One
basic factor is the size of the automobile. In this case, a midsize automobile was used for
experimentation. The electromagnetic source was selected to be a 100-W FM transmitter
operating on five frequencies: 25.04, 35.04, 39.04, 51.20, and 144.50 MHz. The transmitting
antenna wasplacedat four different locations on the outer surface of the vehicle as shown in
Fig. 27.1. The transmitter was placed on the passenger seat and was connectedto the radiating
antenna through a coaxial cable. The electromagnetic environment was mapped inside the
vehicle with both doors closed, engine running at idle, and the driver seated in the left front
seat. The electric field strength measurements were taken at 15 different locations inside the
vehicle, as shown in Fig. 27.2. At each location,the electric field strength was measured once
in a direction parallel to the transmitting antenna and once orthogonaltoit.

An importantfactor that can influence the magnitudeofthe electric field strength is that of
ground plane. Forthis test, the vehicle was placed outside in the open, on dry ground, and away
from any other building or vehicles which could affect the electromagnetic environmentinside.

27.3.2 Test Instrumentation

1. Field strength meter—IFI, EFS-1, frequency range 10 kHz to 220 MHz

2. Motorola Transmitter 90/100-W power amplifier

a. Frequency 25.04 MHz @ 100 W

b. Frequency 35.04 MHz @ 100 W
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Antenna Located on Antenna Located on
Left Front Fender Right Front Fender

 
Antenna located on roof Antenna located on the center

ef rear deck lid

FIGURE27.1 Antennalocations and coaxialcable routing.

ec. Frequency 39.04 MHz @ 100 W

d. Frequency 51.20 Mhz @ 100 W

3. Drake UV-3 FM transceiver, 160 W RF power amplifier, frequency 144.50 MHz @ 100 W

27.3.3. Summary

The results of the electric field measurements are shown in Table 27.5. For each of the four

antenna locations, the electric field strength components (parallel and orthogonal to the
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1. LEFT DOOR TRIM PANEL AT DOOR HANDLE 9. PASSENGER HEAD SPACE
2. LOWER LEFT SIDE OF DASH PANEL 10. LEFT INSIDE ROOF LINE BEHIND SUN ROOF
3. STEERING WHEEL Hi. CENTER INSIDE ROOF LINE BEHIND SUN ROOF
4, CENTER OF DASH PANEL 12. RIGHT INSIDE ROOF LINE BEHIND SUN ROOF
S. LOWER CENTER OF DASH PANEL 13. LEFT SIDE OF PACKAGE TRAY
6. GLOVE COMPARTMENT 14. CENTER OF PACKAGE TRAY
7. RIGHT DOOR TRIM PANEL AT DOOR HANDLE 15. RIGHT SIDE OF PACKAGE TRAY
8. ORIVER HEAD SPACE

(nN
\l

{

|3

- F DASH INS
omANZ qoe 5 | Ny‘

“ | HEAD SPACE
5

__ INSIDE ROOF LINE |10 il 12

4

PACKAGE TRAY

| B 4 15
 

|eeee oe
* NOTE: DOOR MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE AT ARM REST ABOVE DOOR HANDLE

FIGURE27.2 Fifteen metered locations inside the vehicle.

antenna) are listed for the 15 different meter locations at various transmitting frequencies.
From Table 27.5, the electric field environment inside the vehicle could be divided into three
different groups:

1. Locationsof electric field strengths greater than 150 V/m

a. Left door trim panel at door handle
b. Left inside roof line behind sunroof

c. Right inside roof line behind sunroof

d. Steering wheel
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TABLE 27.5 Field Strength Data at Various Meter Locations

Antenna location on vehicle:left front fender (driver side) 

 

Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of
transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter

25.04 MHz @ 100 W 35.04 MHz @ 100 W 39.04 MHz @ 100 W $1.2 MHz @ 100 W 144.5 MHz @ 100 W

Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field

strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength
Meter parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal

location antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna to antenna

I 30 VIM 130 VM 8V/M 29°V/M 5V/M 95 VIM. 10 V/M 100 VM 0V/M OV/M
2 20 V/M 35 VM 18 V/M 30 V/M 15 VLM 25 VIM. 45 V/M 70 VIM 27 V/M 21 V/M
3 22 VIM 220 V/M 13 V/M 38 'V/M 19°V/M 160 °V/M 24VIM 175 VIM 13. V/M 15 VM
4 28 V/M 29 V/M 30 V/M 60 'V/M 17 VM 29M 31.V/M 30 V/M 10 V/M 10VM
3 27. VIM 24.V/M 28 V/M 11. VM 18 V/M 13.VM 25 V/M 10 V/M 11 V/M 10 V/M
6
7
8
9

 

28 VIM 20 VIM 48 VIM 60 V/M 17 V/M 14.V/M 20 VIM 35 V/M 21 V/iM 28 V/M
55°V/M 260 'V/M 20°V/M. 130 VM. 30 'V/M 100 V/M 26ViIM 100V/M 11 V/M 40 VIM
29'V/M 13-V/M 8V/M 12. VM 30'V/M 20 V/M 35 VIM 50°V/M 10 V/M 19. V/M

 

 

   

17 VM 29 V/M OVM 5 VM 30 V/M 35 VIM 30°V/M 12 VIM 10 V/M 10V/M
10 40. VIM 17 ViM 28 V/M 5ViM 120 V/M 35 V/M 85 VIM 22 V/M 12 VM. 0OVM
11 40 VM 15 VM 35 VIM 53 ViM 110 V/M 30 V/M 100 V/M 27 VIM 9VM OVM
12 35. V/M 14.V/M 40. VM 2VM 90 VIM 30 VM 81V/M 25 VIM 15 V/M 1V/M
13 0OV/M OV/M OVM 0OVM 4VM 5V/M 17 VM 24V/M 27V/M 3 VM
14 0OV/M OV/M OV/M OVIM 5 V/M 2VM 20 V/M 8VM 30 V/M 3ViM
15 OVM 0OVM OVIM OV/M 5 V/M 2VM 21 VIM 13 VM 20 V/M. 3VM

Antenna location on vehicle: right front fender

Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of
transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter

25.04 MHz @ 100 W 35.04 MHz @ 100 W 39.04 MHz @ 100 W 51.2 MHz @ 100 W 144.5 MHz @ 100 W

Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field
strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength

Meter parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal
location antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna to antenna

1 5 .V/M 70V/M 1V/M 30°V/M 2 V/M 32. V/M 12. V/M 58 V/M 0V/M 5 V/M
2 2V/iM 5 V/M 18 V/M 19 V/M 14.V/M 17 VM 90°V/M 85 V/M. 5 VIM 10 V/M
3 OVM 18 VIM 5V/M 70 ViM 15 VIM 90 V/M 55 V/M 115 VM. 5°V/M. 2V/M
4 10 V/M. 11 V/M 15 V/M 28 V/M 14.V/M 40 V/M 8 V/M 73 VIM 15 V/M 52. V/M
5 5 V/M 35.V/M 19 'V/M 18 V/M 16 V/M 13. VM 8 V/M 10'V/M. 12'V/M 12 VM
6
ix
&
9

 

13-V/M 30 'V/M 52 V/M 55 V/M 30 V/M 35 V/M 11 V/M 15 VM 10°V/M 18 V/M
12 VM 180 V/M 14.V/M 140 VM 5V/M 50 V/M 18V/M=220 V/M 5 VIM 11 VM
2VM OV/M 11.V/M 11 VM 35: V/M 13-V/M 20°V/M 8V/M 20 V/M 5 VIM
1V/M 10°V/M 16 V/M 20 VIM 30. VIM 24.VIM 35 VIM 8V/M 11. V/M 11V/M

10 14V/M LV/M 110 V/M 27VIM 80 V/M 26 V/M 48 V/M 16 V/M 20 VIM 5 VM
ll 17 ViM 2VM=100 V/M 16 VIM 80 'V/M 30 VIM 53 V/M 11 V/M 18 V/M 5 VIM.
12 18 V/M 8V/M 100 V/M 23 VIM 75 VIM. 23 V/M 62 V/M 13 V/M 17 ViM 5V/M
13 8V/M 8V/M 3 VIM 5S V/M 3.V/M 3 VM 10 V/M 8V/M 24.V/M 10 V/M
14 8V/M 8 VM 3 V/M 3.V/M 5 V/M 1V/M 10 VIM 3V/M 30'V/M 3V/M
15 10 V/M 35 V/M 5 V/M 5 VM 3 V/M 2V/M 8V/M 5 VM 14.VM 5 VIM 

2. Locationsof electric field strengths between 50 and 150 V/m
a, Center of dash panel

b. Center of package tray

¢. Driver head space

d. Glove compartment

e. Lower center of dash panel
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TABLE 27.5 Field Strength Data at Various Meter Locations (Continued)

Antennalocation on vehicle: roof

ELECTROMAGNETIC STANDARDS AND INTERFERENCE

 

Frequency of

 

Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of

27.17

Frequency of

 

 

 

 

 

 

transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter
25.04 MHz @ 100 W 35.04 MHz @ 100 W 39.04 MHz @ 100 W 51.2 MHz @ 100 W 144.5 MHz @ 100 W

Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field

strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength
Meter  parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal

location antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna to antenna

1 18 VIM 55 VM 2 VIM 200 V/M 8 V/M. 80 V/M 15 VM 170 VIM 0V/M 2VIM
2 11 VM 17 VIM 11 VM 26 V/M 2 V/M. 16 VM 35 VIM 99 V/M. 17 VIM 19 VIM
3 16 VM 50 V/IM 25 ViM 20 VIM 13 VIM 60 V/M 21 V/M 125 VIM 0V/M 13 VIM
4 13 VIM 17 VIM 17 VIM 14. V/M 11 V/M 21 VIM 40 V/M 35 V/M 2 V/M 30: V/M
5 14V/M 15 VM 15 V/M 14ViM 12 V/M 12 VIM 38 VIM 30 V/M 12 V/M 5.V/IM
6 31.V/M 28 V/M 26 V/M. 30 V/M 55 V/M 27 VIM 30 VIM 80 V/M 5 V/M 13 VIM
7 70 VIM 280 V/M 30 V/M 290 V/M. 11 VM 52 V/M 60V/M 280 V/M 2 VIM 28 VIM
8 48 V/M 22 VIM 92 VIM. 70 V/M 100 VIM 55 V/M 75 VIM 40 V/M 20 V/IM 10 VM
9 2VIM 25 VIM 43: VIM 32 VIM 42. VIM 45 VIM 90 V/M 25 VIM 17 VIM 26 VIM

10 210 VIM 40V/M 210 V/M 45 VIM 270 V/M 48 VIM 210 V/M 65 VIM 30 V/M 5V/M
11 230 VM 30V/M 240 V/M 48 VIM 220V/M 52V/M 210 V/M 30 V/IM 35 VIM 2V/IM
12 170 V/M 30V/M 205 V/M 65 V/IM 180 VM 35VIM=.230 V/M 35 VIM 18 VIM 5 VIM
13 5 VIM 2V/M 10 V/M 5 V/M 14. V/M 10 V/M 28 VIM 13. VM 17 VIM 5 V/M.
14 0V/M 0V/M. 11 VM 2V/M 14.VM 8V/M 30 V/M 10 V/M 28 VIM 10 V/M
15 0OVM 0V/M 10 V/M 3.V/M 10 VM 8 V/M 30 VIM 15 VIM 17 VIM 10 VM

Antennalocation on vehicle: center of rear deck lid

Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of
transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter transmitter

25.04 MHz @ 100 W 35.04 MHz @ 100 W 39.04 MHz @ 100 W 51.2 MHz @ 100 W 144.5 MHz @ 100 W

Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field Field

strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength strength
Meter parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal parallelto orthogonal

location antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna toantenna antenna to antenna

1 2VIM 31. V/M 0V/M 45 VIM 15 VIM 100 V/M 10 VIM 180 V/M 0V/M 2VM
2 2 V/M 5 .V/M 24. V/IM 40 VM 30 V/IM 75 VIM 45 VIM 55 V/M 0V/M 13 VM
3 5 VIM 45 ViM. 22 VIM 110 VM 14. V/M 150 VIM 20V/IM 280 V/M 2VM 18 V/M
4 2VIM 5 V/M. 43 VIM 40 V/M 10 VM 24.VIM 30 VIM 15 VIM 5V/M 30 V/M
5 2V/M 0V/M 30 V/M 30 V/M 5S V/M 16 VIM 50 V/M. 30 V/M 2 VIM 2ViM
6 20 VM 30 V/M 5. V/M 1V/M 100: V/M 78 ViM 10 V/M 12 VM 1V/M 1V/M
7 21 V/M 200 V/M 55 V/M 300 V/M 150 V/M_=>300 V/M 28 V/M >300 V/M 5.V/M 35 VIM
8 22 VIM 11 V/M 0 V/M. 11 V/M 50 V/M 18 V/M 58 V/M 27 VIM 2 V/M 11 V/M
9 14.V/M 68 V/M. 22 VIM 2V/M 92 VIM 52 V/M 68 V/M 52 V/M 2 VIM 10 V/M

10 100 V/M 21 VIM 5.V/M 13 VIM 150 V/M 20 V/M 150 V/M 45 VIM 40 ViM 13. VIM
11 110 V/M 18 VM 5 ViM 18. V/M 180 V/M 27 VIM 130 VIM 30 V/M 38 VIM 8 V/M
12 140 V/M 24 V/M 10 VM 16 VIM 175 VIM 26 VIM 160 V/M 30 V/M 28 VM 10 VM
13 12 VIM 5 V/M 27 VIM 2V/IM 23 VIM 5.V/M 35 VIM 11 VM 45 VIM 9V/M
14 23 VIM 8 V/M 40 VIM 3.V/M 40 VIM 5 V/M 45 VIM 12 VIM 60 V/M 20 V/M
15 10 V/M 5 V/M 24.V/M 0 V/M 25 VIM 5 VIM 25 VIM 18 VIM 30 V/M 28 VIM

f. Lowerleft side of dash panel

g. Passenger head space

3. Locationsof electric field strengths less than 50 V/m

a. Left side of package tray

b. Right side of package tray

The author acknowledges the editing assistance of Sandra Muccioli.
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CHAPTER 28

ELECTROMAGNETIC

COMPATIBILITY 

James P. Muccioli

EMCConsultant, JASTECH

28.1 NOISE PROPAGATION MODES 

28.1.1 Introduction

Before an engineer can design for EMC, he must first understand the paths where electro-
magnetic interference can affect electronic modules and how electromagnetic emissions from
his module will affect other electronic modules. Noise propagation can be defined as con-
ducted mode propagation and/or radiated emissions propagation.

28.1.2 Conducted Mode Propagation

Conducted mode propagation occurs when electromagnetic interference travels on the wiring
harness connecting the noise source to the device affected, as shown in Fig. 28.1.

 
 
   
 

 DEVICE

AFFECTED

BY EMI

1 CONDUCTED MODE INTERFERENCE

FIGURE 28.1 Conducted mode propagation.

28.1.3 Radiated Emissions Propagation

Radiated emissions propagation occurs when the electromagnetic interference travels
through free space (air) from a noise source to the device affected, as shown in Fig. 28.2.

28.1
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28.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

1 RADIATED EMISSIONS

  
  
 

DEVICE
AFFECTED

BY EMI

 
    
 

FIGURE28.2 Radiated emissions propagation.

28.1.4 Conducted and Radiated Propagation

Conducted and radiated propagation occurs when the electromagnetic interference travels on
and radiates from the wiring harness connecting the noise source to the device affected, as
shownin Fig. 28.3.

DEVICE
AFFECTED

BY EMI 
1 CONDUCTED MODE INTERFERENCE

2 RADIATED EMISSIONS

FIGURE28.3 Conducted and radiated propagation.

28.1.5 Radiated and Conducted Propagation

Radiated and conducted propagation occurs when the electromagnetic interference travels
through free space (air) from a noise source to the wiring harness of the device affected,as
shown in Figure 28.4.

28.2 CABLING 

28.2.1 Introduction

The use of wiring harnesses (transmission lines) in the presence of electromagneticfields can
cause unwanted noise energy to be induced onto signal-carrying conductors. Typical wiring
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 28.3

 
 
  
 

 

DEVICE
AFFECTED

BY EMI

 

1 RADIATED EMISSIONS

2 CONDUCTED MODE INTERFERENCE

FIGURE28.4 Radiated and conducted propagation.

harnesses in today’s automobiles are made up ofsingle, twisted pair, and coaxial type con-
ductors. One of the biggest problems associated with using twisted pair and coaxial cablesis
an inappropriate method of termination. A test was performed to determine how termination
affects them, and howthey reject radiated interference.

28.2.2 Test Methodology

Using a stripline antenna, an E-field intensity of 50 V/m was maintained throughout the entire
frequency range ofthetest. Figure 28.5 showsthetest setup of the stripline antenna withrela-
tion to the cable undertest and the groundplane. All cables used were 2 m in length andter-
minated with the sameresistances. The cables were swept through a frequency range of 10
KHz to 100 MHz. Data points were selected at multiple decades of frequency.

 

 

 
 
  

Groundplane

Power
Amplifier

Note: Cable is spaced 4 Inchesfrom the top of ground plane.

SIDE VIEW

<3 Electromagneticfield

50 Q load Ground plane

FIGURE28.5  Stripline test setup.
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28.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

28.2.3 Summary

28.3 COMPONENTS

Figure 28.6 shows the various cable configurations. Configurations A through F have both
ends grounded, while configurations G through K have only one end grounded.The attenua-
tion values for each cable configuration are shown in Table 28.1. Overall, cables with single-
ended grounding offered more attenuation than cables with dual-ended grounding. This data
should be usedto geta feel for the different types of cable configurations. Whenthecableter-
mination andload resistors are known,a test should be performedto verify the attenuation
expected

TABLE 28.1 Attenuation in dB of Cable Configurations

 Letter 10 kHz 50 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz

A 0 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0 0 0 0 —20
Cc 15 25 30 40 38 10
D 11 15 15 17 15 -10
E 8 8 7 13 10 20
F 8 12 15 27 28 20

G 40 44 46 56 38 51
H 20 5 iS 25 10 10
I 26 36 41 46 30 0
J 15 30 30 35 32 18

K 15 35 42 45 30 0

 

28.3.1 Capacitor

Capacitor Model. A high-frequency capacitor modelis needed for analyzing the effects due to
electromagnetic compatibility. Figure 28.7 shows one wayto model a high-frequency capacitor.

Capacitor EMC Guidelines. Consider the frequency range, voltage rating, stability, tem-
perature coefficient, and tolerance when choosing the dielectric type for the capacitance. The
type ofdielectric used in the capacitor will dictate the frequency range over which the capac-
itor will be most effective for filtering. Table 28.2 includes the relative losses (leakage) of
dielectric types.

TABLE 28.2 Relative Losses of Dielectric Types 

 Dielectric type Frequency range Relative losses

Aluminum electrolytic 1 Hz-10 KHz High
Tantalum electrolytic 1 Hz-10 KHz High
Paper/mylar 100 Hz-5 MHz Medium
High K-ceramic 1 KHz-100 MHz Low
Plastic films 1 KHz-9 GHz Low

Mica/glass/low-loss ceramic 5 KHz~10 GHz Low 
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6 TURNS SFT  

 

  
- 3 -

  
FIGURE 28.6 Cable configurations.

Ls Rs Cs

Rp

Cs = Series capacitance

Ls = Inductance dueto lead length and capacitor structure

Rs = Effective series resistance and dissipation factor

Rp = Paraliel leakage and volumeresistivity of dielectric

FIGURE28.7 Equivalent circuit for a capacitor.
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28.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

Capacitor Quality @ Factor. Quality factor Q of a capacitoris the ratio of the resonantfre-
quency to the bandwidth between the frequencies on opposite sides of the resonance. The Q
of a simple resonant circuit composed of a capacitance and inductancesis given by thefol-
lowing equation:

= (Qe x Q,)
(Qc+O,)

where Q- = the magnitudeofthe ratio of the capacitor susceptanceto its effective shunt con-
ductance at a specified frequency, and Q, = the magnitudeofthe ratio of the inductor reac-
tancetoits effective series resistance at a specified frequency.

When @ is greater than 1, the capacitor impedance-versus-frequency modelis as shown in
Fig. 28.8. WhenQis less than 1, the capacitor impedance-versus-frequency model is as shown
in Fig. 28.9.

Q

IMPEDANCEZ,Q- 
FREQUENCY,Hz +

A Capacitor impedance Is primarily determined by parallel leakage and volume resistivity of the dielectric (Rp).
B Capacitance (Cs) becomes the dominant with the impedance decreasing at -6 dB/octave.

%* Series resonance develops between Cs and Ls,
Cc Series inductance (Ls) becomes dominant.

FIGURE28.8 Capacitor impedance versus frequency when Q > 1.

 IMPEDANCEZ,Q-
 

FREQUENCY,Hz ~
REGION

Capacitor Impedance Is primarily detarmlined by parallel laakage and volume resistivity of the dielectric (Rp).
8 Capacitance (Cs) becomes tha dominant with the Impedance decreasing at -6 dB/octave.

CG Series resistance (Rs) causes the relatively fiat characteristic batween f2 and f3.

D Series inductance (Ls) becomes dominant.

FIGURE28.9 Capacitor impedance versus frequency when Q < 1.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 28.7

The capacitor will self-resonate at some frequency dependent mainly upon the capacitive
and inductive values of the capacitor itself, as shown in Figs. 28.8 and 28.9. Lead length is
mainly responsible for the inductive element as depicted in the models. Excess length can
reduce the resonant frequency significantly, hence reducing the operating frequency range.

Using a network analyzer, data in Table 28.3 was gathered on ceramic capacitors. The
lower the value of the capacitor, the greater the effect the lead length will have on theself-
resonate frequency.

TABLE 28.3 Capacitors Measuredat Self-Resonate Frequencies

 

Self-resonate frequency at Self-resonate
Capacitance %leads frequency at 4” leads

1000 pF 35 MHz 32 MHz
500 pF 70 MHz 65 MHz
100 pF 150 MHz 120 MHz
50 pF 220 MHz 200 MHz
10 pF 500 MHz 350 MHz

28.3.2 Inductor

Inductor Model. A high-frequency inductor model is needed for analyzing the effects due to
electromagnetic compatibility. Figure 28.10 shows one way to model a high-frequency inductor.

Rs Ls

Ls = Series inductance

Rs = Series resistance from wire used in winding

Cp = Distributed capacitance between the windings

Rp = Core and winding resistance losses (including skin effect)
at the resonant frequency

FIGURE 28.10 Equivalent circuit for an inductor.

Inductor EMC Guidelines. EMC considerations for inductors include magnetic losses,
mechanicalstability, temperature coefficients, flux leakage, and dielectric losses. The shape of
an inductor will determine someof its properties. An open core inductor, such as a cylinder,
will have a large external magneticfield. A closed core inductorwill confine most of the mag-
netic field. The toroid-shaped inductor has the maximum inductance per unit volume and low
flux leakage. This is due to the fact that the toroid provides a closed circular path for magnetic
flux, hence the external flux levels are very low. Figure 28.11 showsair core versus magnetic
core inductors.

Inductor Quality Q Factor. Quality factor Q of an inductor is the ratio of the resonantfre-
quency to the bandwidth between the frequencies on opposite sides of the resonance. The Q
of a simple resonant circuit composed of a capacitance and inductancesis given by the fol-
lowing equation:
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28.8 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

+ AIR CORE (OPEN MAGNETIC CORE)

Air core inductors will cause interference due
to theirflux lines extending considerably
beyond the inductor.  

AIR CORE

+ MAGNETIC CORE

Magnetic core Inductors have small external
Magnetic fields , since the flux remains
inside the magnetic core.

 
TOROIDAL

FIGURE 28.11 Air core versus magnetic core inductors.

(Qr x Qc)
(QO: + Qc)

where QO, = the magnitude of the ratio of the inductor reactance to its effective series resis-
tance at a specified frequency

Qc =the magnitudeofthe ratio of the capacitor susceptanceto its effective shunt con-
ductance at a specified frequency

Q=

Figure 28.12 showsthe inductor impedanceversus frequency. An inductor has capacitance
between each turn of the windings and leads. At some frequency, the inductor will become
self-resonant, as shownin Fig. 28.12, due to its winding capacitance.

LOGARITHMIC SCALES

 
.. Rp

t
G

N
uu
oO

Za
Wi
oa

=

.. AS

FREQUENCY,Hz =

REGION

A Inductor Impedance Is primarily determined by the winding de resistance (Rs).

B Inductance (Ls) becomes the dominant with the impedance increasing at +6 dB/octave.

* Parallel resonance develops between Ls and Cp.

Cc Parallel capacitance (Cp) becomes dominant.

FIGURE28.12 Inductor impedance versus frequency.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 28.9

28.3.3 Resistor

Resistor Model. A high-frequency resistor modelis needed for analyzing the effects due to
electromagnetic compatibility. In Fig. 28.13, one way to model a high-frequencyresistor is
shown.

c

R L

GC = SHUNT CAPACITANCE WHICH IS TYPICALLY 0.1 — O.Spr

L = LEAD INDUCTANCE, EXCEPT FOR WIREWOUND RESISTORS

FIGURE28.13 Equivalentcircuit for a resistor.

Resistor EMC Guidelines. Consider the construction of the resistor before determining the
transient handling capability and frequency characteristics. The resistor construction types are
defined as carbon composition, chip (surface mount and leaded), film (thin and thick), and
wirewound.

Transient Dissipation. Carbon composition resistors are capable of handling large tran-
sients without degradation to the resistor value. Chip-type resistors are capable of handling
moderate (less than 40 V) transients, making them suitable for most printed circuit board
applications. Film-type resistors should be avoided for lines which encountertransients ofsig-
nificant power, since the film degrades after many transients and the resistor value will
become lower. Wirewoundresistors can dissipate repetitive, high-power, and high-peak tran-
sients without failure. The larger the diameter of the wire windings, the more effectively the
transient can be dissipated

Resistor Noise. In general, composition-type resistors produce the mostelectrical noise and
wirewound resistors produce the least. Electrical noise in resistors manifests due to the ther-
mal properties present in their construction. If a high-power and a low-power composition-
type resistor are put in identical circuit conditions, the higher powerresistor will produceless
electrical noise. Because the noise producedby film-type resistorsis less than that of compo-
sition types, they are used in small-signal or high-gain applications.

28.4 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD EMC CHECKLIST 

1. Reduce radiated emissions and susceptibility by selecting the slowest possible switching
speed (bandwidth) for the electronic devices.

2. Partition the PC-board.

a. Bypass groundplane at I/O connector.

b. Group regulators/power supplies near I/O connector.

c. Place crystals/RC clock circuit directly next to ICs.

d. Group same family of electronic devices together (interface, analog, low/medium/high-
speed logiccircuitry).
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28.10 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

3

4,

5.

7

10.

11.

Single point the different types of groundcircuits to I/O ground.

Bypassall lines at I/O connector.

a. Reduce RF entering the PC-boardbyfiltering at entrance.

b. Reduce RF leaving the PC-boardby filtering at exit.

Lay out the powerdistribution system.

a. Low impedance powerdistribution system limits EMI.

b. Power feed and return lines must be as close as possible to minimize impedance and
loopsizes.

Decouple active components and powersupply lines.

a. Minimize instantaneous current draw on the powerbusbyplacing a capacitor from the
IC powerto the IC ground.

b. Calculate the size of capacitor required.

ce. Bulk decoupling capacitor (electrolytic typical 10-100 uF) is required at power
entrance point.

Groundall unused IC input pins wherepossible.

a. Reduce IC noise by lowering the ground impedance and eliminate unused IC pins
from acting like antennas.

Design reverse voltage protection where needed.

a. Diodes can be usedto protect against reverse voltage damage.

Design clock line routing.

a. Minimize clock line loop size.

b. Clock line return path must be next to clock line.

Design PC-board jumper cables to minimize loop area by having return paths forall
types of signal and powerlines.

Autoroute the PC-board onepartition group at a time with signallineslast.

Design metal housingsto actas shields.

28.5 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DECOUPLING—A KEY AUTOMOTIVE
EMI CONCERN 

Note: Parts of this section were taken from the paper of the same name presented by James
P. Muccioli at the EMC/ESDInternational Conference in April 1992.

28.5.1 Abstract

Since the developmentof the first solid state engine control for automobiles, microcircuit
technology has evolved with greater complexity, faster clock speeds, and smaller packagesize.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) has becomea highpriority in the design of electronic
automotive modules. At the sametime, the die size of CMOStechnology has decreased from
9-micron processsize (50-nsrise/fall time) to 0.8-micron process size (1.5-nsrise/fall time) in
high-speed CMOSintegrated circuits. To minimize the effect of EMC due to the faster
rise/fall time, the design engineer must analyze the integrated circuit (IC) package and asso-
ciated decoupling capacitor. This section will concentrate on how to analyze the decoupling
capacitor requirements.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 28.11

28.5.2 Introduction

Automotive electromagnetic emissions requirements and extreme cost constraints require
the design engineer to be very innovative in addressing his EMI concerns. All components on
the printed circuit board must be analyzed for effects and emissions contributed to the total
radiated emissions from the electronic module. One source of noise on the printed circuit
board is the integrated circuit. Choosing the right decoupling capacitor will limit the amount
of electromagnetic emissions radiated from the integrated circuits on the printed circuit
board. The decoupling capacitor, if not properly chosen for each integrated circuit, will con-
taminate the input/output lines in the form of ringing, overshooting, and/or undershooting.

28.5.3. Decoupling Capacitor Value

The decoupling capacitor supplies the instantaneous power required to the integrated circuit
when switching from oneofits transition states to another. Whencalculating the value for the
decoupling capacitor, the following items must be considered:

1. Transient current of integrated circuit

2. Switching time of transition state

3. Allowable transient voltage drop in the supply voltage

4. Decoupling capacitor inductance due to lead length and capacitor structure
5. Printed circuit board trace inductance

Before the decoupling capacitor value can be determined, the design engineer must measure
the rise/fall times of the various types of integrated circuits used on the printed circuit board.
If the printed circuit board is using dual-source integrated circuits for production, the second
source integrated circuits must also be measured and taken into account. After gathering this
data, the switching frequency generated by the integrated circuit rise/fall time can be calcu-
lated by the formula:

f= E x |e (28.1)
where #, = rise time/fall time in seconds

The value of the decoupling capacitor must satisfy two requirements:

1. The value of the decoupling capacitor must equal or exceed the minimum decoupling
capacitor value required to supply enough powerto meet the allowable transient voltage
drop on the supply voltage.

2. The decoupling capacitor at this value must avoid self-resonance when instantaneous
poweris required for the integrated circuit.

The minimum value of the decoupling capacitor referred to in the first requirement (preced-
ing) can be calculated by the formula:

cw (dl xdt)WV (28.2)

where d/J=current of transient (amps)
dt = switching time of transient (seconds)

dV = the transient voltage drop in the supply voltage (volts)
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28.12 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE AND COMPATIBILITY

Theself-resonantcircuit referred to in the second requirement(see Fig. 28.14) is the com-
bination of the capacitance and inductance between the decoupling capacitor and integrated
circuit, resonating at the switching frequency generated by the integrated circuit. The induc-
tance in the self-resonantcircuit is the combination of inductances of the capacitor (Lc), the
printed circuit board trace (Lpcg), and the integrated circuit lead frame (Lic). The capacitance
used for calculating the self-resonantcircuit is the value of the capacitor C only (the capaci-
tance value for the printed circuit board trace and the integrated circuit lead frame can be
neglected because their values are negligible when compared to the decoupling capacitor
value). The frequency of the self-resonantcircuit can be calculated by the following formula:

fe=tt (28.3)Hz
amy (Lec+ Lic + Le)(C)

where Lpcy = inductance of printed circuit board trace (henrys)
Lic = inductanceof integrated circuit lead frame (henrys)
L¢ = inductance of capacitor (henrys)
C = capacitance value (farads)

R rcs L. pce

BOND WIRE SAND PIN ]
R ecB L pce

L i

FIGURE 28.14|Self-resonantcircuit.

If the second requirement is not met (the circuit becomes self-resonant), there will not be
enough powerto maintain the desired transient voltage drop.

Whenthe design engineer analyzes the data from the three formulas andtries to meet the
two requirements for a decoupling capacitor, the data will not always yield a solution.

The design engineer mustalso look at the decoupling capacitor placement (Fig. 28.15) and
the various integrated circuit packages to determineif there are any differences in power and
ground lead frame inductances.

POOR PLACEMENT
VERY HIGH INDUCTANGCE

@ETWEEN DECOUPLING
CAPACITOR AND IC voc

GND

 

BETTER BEST
voc

vee

 
< c

  SNO 
 GND

SURFACE MOUNT CAPACITORSTHE DECREASED LOOP AREA BETWEEN THE
CAPACITOR AND IC DECREASES INDUCTANCE PROVIDE OPTIMUM LEAD LENGTH

FIGURE 28.15 Decoupling capacitor placement.
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The longest copper lead frame trace inductance values of various integrated circuits are
not easily available. With the help of Mike Catherwood from Motorola, the following chart
was created:

 

 Package type Emax (0H)
14 lead SOIC 1.81
16 lead SOIC 1.69
14 lead PDIP 3.93
16 lead PDIP 4,33
28 lead PDIP 8.72
20 lead PLCC 1.79
24 lead PLCC 2.45
44 lead PLCC 3.94
52 lead PLCC 4.06
68 lead PLCC 6.58
32 lead R-PLCC 1.89 

This information is necessary for picking the lowest lead frame inductance for a specific IC
package.

Sample Problem. Find the decoupling capacitor value for a 74HCO4 14 lead PDIP hex
inverter when assuming the following:

1. Supply voltage drop = 250 mV
2. Current of transient = 50 mA

3. Switching time of transient = rise/fall time of IC = 10 ns

Note: The smaller value of tp,y Or truz, taken from the IC specification sheet, can be used for 4,
4, Printed circuit board trace = 5 nH/cm

5. Printed circuit board trace length = 2 cm

6. Capacitor inductance = 1 nH

Solution. The switching frequency generated by the IC rise/fall time can be calculated
using Eq.(28.1):

f=[l/n xt] Hz

=1/[xx (1.0 x 10)] Hz
= 31 830 989 Hz

= 31.8 MHz

The minimum value of the decoupling capacitor referred to in the first requirement can be
calculated using Eq. (28.2):

dl x dt
c= dV

= [(5.0 x 10°A) x (1.0 x 10s)]/2.5 x 107'V
=2.0 x 10°F

= 2000 pF
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The frequencyofthe self-resonantcircuit referred to in the second requirementcan be calcu-
lated using Eq.(28.3):

 

1

f= 2m [(Lrce + Lic + Le)(C)]””
_ I

2n [(2.0 cm)(5.0 x 10°H/cm) + (2)(3.93 x 10°H) + (1.0 x 10°H)(2.0 x 10°F)]!”

= 25,913,990 Hz

= 25.9 MHz

The second requirementis not met because the self-resonance of the capacitor combination
(25.9 MHz)is lower in frequency than the integrated circuit switching frequency (31.8 MHz).
If we change to a 14 lead SOIC package,the integrated circuit lead inductance is reduced to
1.81 nH per lead. Also, since the package is smaller, the printed circuit board trace length is
reduced to 1 cm. The frequencyof the self-resonantcircuit is recalculated as shown:

  

fizdL
« 2Ty Lecs + Lic + Le (C)

_ 1
2nV((L.0 em)(5.0 x 10° Hem) + (2)(1.81 x 10" H) + (1.0 x 10° H))@.0x 10°F)

= 36,284,204 Hz

= 36.3 MHz

Therefore, by changing the IC package from PDIP to SOIC, we can meet both requirements.

28.5.4 Summary andDiscussion

Decoupling capacitor values calculated using the formulas in this paper will not be optimal
for every application due to lead frame and printed circuit board trace inductances. Inte-
grated circuit manufacturers need to continue their search for ways to minimize the induc-
tances in the power and ground leads. They should investigate supplying integrated circuits
with decoupling capacitors internal to lead frame packages. Until the integrated circuit man-
ufacturers can help the design engineer, the following items should be considered before a
decoupling capacitoris chosen:

1. The larger the decoupling capacitor value, the lower the self-resonant frequency.
2. Too small a decoupling capacitor will not have sufficient charge storage for transient cur-

rent needed by the integrated circuit.

3. Different integrated circuit package configurations will change the integrated circuit lead
frame inductance.

28.6 IC PROCESS SIZE AFFECTS EMC 

Note: Parts of this section were taken from the article of the same name by James P. Mucci-
oli published in the June 1993 issue of EMC Test & Design magazine.
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28.6.1 Abstract

This section focuses on how to measure the near-field radiated emissions generated by an
integrated circuit. Testing was performedin a controlled mannerthat yields repeatable results
using a miniature skin current probe. Integrated circuits are characterized by process size and
its effect on radiated emissions.

28.6.2 Test Configuration

The devices under test (DUT) areall the same eight-bit microprocessor type with internal test
ROMcode.The only variable is the process size, which changes from 1.95 micron to 1.50 micron.

The DUTis in a standardized manufacturer IC test setup (Fig. 28.16) which is part of a
ground plane to assure test repeatability. The DUT is powered by a low-impedancebattery
(alkaline) to assure that there is no possibility for conducted noise to interfere with or confuse
the test results. The software for the programmable integrated circuit flows in a continuous
loop andis part of the internal ROM.

 
FIGURE 28.16 Picture of IC test setup with ground plane and skin current
probe.

28.6.3 Test Methodology

The purpose for using a miniature skin current probe is to make quantitative measurements
of currents (magnetic fields) generated by integrated circuits. The current probe can be used
in a nonshielded room since only the magnetic fields related to the electromagnetic radiation
potential of the integrated circuit affect the probe anditis relatively insensitive to stray elec-
tric fields.

The surface of the integrated circuit is mapped by orienting the probe for maximum sensi-
tivity and then repeating the measurement after moving the probe to the next location. The
skin current probe (Fischer Custom Communications, Inc. F-97) has a transfer impedance of
1 ohm +20% from 70 MHz to greater than 1000 MHz as shownin Fig. 28.17.

The miniature skin current probe is in series with a 20-dB preamplifier (Mini-Circuits
ZFL-1000LN)and is connected to a spectrum analyzer (IFR Systems, Inc. A-7550) as shown
in Fig. 28.18. The system gain of the measuring equipment should be known with an accuracy
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FIGURE 28.17 F-97 transfer impedance versus frequency. (Courtesy ofFischer Custom Communications)
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FIGURE 28.18 System test setup.

of +0.5 dB.If the signals being measured by the skin current probe are within 6 dB of the sys-
tem noise floor, then a smaller resolution bandwidth should be used on the spectrum analyzer.

The first measurement taken in each frequency band of the spectrum analyzer should be
the ambient system level to assure that any ambientsignals present are at least 6 dB below the
signals of the integrated circuit. This is accomplished by taking the ambient measurementwith
the skin current probe placed on top of the integrated circuit in the measurement position
with no powersupply to the DUT. The DUTshould be energized and a complete operational
check of the integrated circuit test code performedto assure proper functioning of the device.

28.6.4 Test Results

Figures 28.19 and 28.20 show the system noise floor with the preamplifier and the F-97 probe.
The frequency range of Fig. 28.19 is from 70 to 250 MHz with the center at 160 Mhz. The fre-
quency range of Fig. 28.20 is from 250 to 500 MHz with the center at 375 MHz. The system
noise floor from 70 to 500 MHz is below —120 dBm when the 20-dB gain is factored into the
spectrum analyzer plot.

Figures 28.21 and 28.22 show the measured magnetic emissions of an eight-bit micropro-
cessor with a 1.95-micron processsize. The highest peak frequency from the microprocessoris
at 72 MHzwith a level corrected for preamp gain of —83.33 dBm.

Figures 28.23 and 28.24 show the measured magnetic emissions of an eight-bit micropro-
cessor with a 1.50-micron processsize. The highest peak frequency from the microprocessoris
at 72 MHzwith a corrected level of -86.00 dBm.
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FIGURE28.19 Ambient system level measurement from 70 to 250 MHz.
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FIGURE 28.20 Ambient system level measurement from 250 to 500
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FIGURE 28.21 Magnetic emissions of 1.95-micron process from 70 to
250 MHz.
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FIGURE 28.22 Magnetic emissions of 1.95-micron process from 250 to
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FIGURE28.23 Magnetic emissions of 1.5-micron process from 70 to 250MHz.
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FIGURE28.24 Magnetic emissions of 1.5-micron process from 250 to 500
MHz.
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28.6.5 Summary and Discussion

Whenanalyzing the data from Figs. 28.21, 28.22, 28.23, and 28.24,the following statements can
be made:

1. The 1.95-micron process size magnetic emissions drop off faster than the 1.50-micron pro-
cess size.

2. The 1.50-micron data has a more intense magnetic field between 70 and 115 MHz than the
1.95-micron data.

3. The amplitude of the 1.95-micron data is typically 10 to 15 dBm less than the 1.50-micron
data after 200 MHz.

From the data analyzed, the author demonstrated that integrated circuit process size
changes do have an effect on electromagnetic compatibility. The rise time of the integrated
circuit is also affected by the process size change. The 1.95-micron process size hasa rise time
of 6.4 ns and the 1.50-micron processsize has a rise time of 2.4 ns. Until the integrated circuit
manufacturers can supply typical emission-level data with integrated circuit process size
changes, the design engineer must make quantitative measurements of magnetic emissions
from the integrated circuit.

The author acknowledgesthe editing assistance of Sandra Muccioli.
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CHAPTER29

NAVIGATION AIDS
AND INTELLIGENT
VEHICLE-HIGHWAY SYSTEMS* 

Robert L. French
R. L. French & Associates

Autonomousnavigation and route guidance systemswith static databases are of considerable
utility on a stand-alone basis. However, future versions will be linked to traffic management
centers (TMC) by mobile data communications for maximum effectiveness. Automobile nav-
igation technologies coupled with data communications also provide a basis for vehicle track-
ing and fleet management. These in-vehicle systems are viewed as a major subsetof intelligent
vehicle-highway systems (IVHS), a rapidly expanding worldwide movement to improve the
efficiency, safety, and environmental aspects of road traffic through the application of infor-
mation, communications, positioning, and control technologies.

29.1 BACKGROUND 

Sophisticated vehicular navigation system concepts have become widely known only during
the last decade. However,the historical roots of automobile navigation go much deeper.! The
first vehicular navigation system was the “south-pointing chariot,” a mechanical direction-
keeping system developed by the Chinese around 200 to 300 a.p., almost 1000 years before
the magnetic compass was invented. Its operation was based on the differential odometer
phenomenonthat, as a vehicle changes heading, the outer wheels travel further than the inner
wheels by a distance that is a mathematical function of the change in heading.

Mechanical route guides for automobiles were introduced in the United States around
1910 to aid the drivers of early automobiles before roads were uniformly marked. These early
devices incorporated the information of route maps in various forms including sequential
instructions printed on a turntable, punchedin a rotating disk, and printed on a movingtape,
all driven by an odometershaft in synchronization with distance traveled along the route.

For example, the 1910 Chadwick Road Guide rotated a metal disk in synchronization with
distance traveled. The disk had holes spaced to coincide with decision points along the route

* As this book is going to press, the name “Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems” is being changed to “Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) in the United States.

29.3
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represented by the disk. An array of spring-loaded pins behind the slowly rotating disk was
normally depressed, but when a punched hole traversed a pin, the pin released andraised a
signal arm bearing a color-coded symbolindicating the action to be taken.In addition,a bell
was sounded to draw the driver’s attention to the signal.

The early mechanical route guidance systemsfaded outof the picture as roadside signs were
standardized and became moreplentiful by the 1920s. A resurgence of interest in route guid-
ance occurred in the 1960s when ERGS(Electronic Route Guidance System) was researched
by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads.* Although ERGSwas soon grounded from lack of Con-
gressional support, it was followed in the 1970s by CACS (Comprehensive Automobile Control
System) in Japan and by Autofahrer Leit-und Information System (ALD) in Germany.

Like ERGS,the CACS and ALI used real-timetraffic information to compute best routes
for downloading to on-board display equipment at strategically located proximity beacons.
Thus, these early research andtest projects, along with the evolution during the same era of
advancedtraffic management concepts for computerized control of area-widetraffic signals
based on a centralized traffic database, set the stage for the much broader [VHS movements
that started shaping up in Europe, Japan, and the United States in the mid-1980s.

Although comprehensive [VHS products andservices, including data communication links
betweenthetraffic infrastructure and navigation-equipped vehicles, are notyet available, sophis-
ticated autonomousnavigation systems have been on the market in Japansince being introduced
as a factory option by Toyota in 1987.2 Approximately 500,000 had been sold by 1994, the year
that OEM navigation systems were finally introduced in the United States and Europe.

29.2 AUTOMOBILE NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Positioning technologies are fundamental requirements of both vehicle navigation systems
and vehicle tracking systems. Almost all vehicular navigation systems include dead reckoning
with map matching as the main positioning technology, but most state-of-the-art systems also
include a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver now that the GPSsatellite constellation
is fully operational.

Map matching as well as route guidance must be supported by digital road maps. Another
important supporting technology is mobile data communicationsfortraffic and other traveler
information. Although vehicle tracking systems may not require digital road maps aboard the
vehicle (as is generally the case for navigation systems), they do require a mobile data com-
munications link between the vehicle and dispatch office unless they use infrastructure-based
integrated positioning and communications technologies. However, GPS and other radiopo-
sitioning technologies (e.g., Loran-C) are often used in conjunction with separate mobile
communication systems for vehicle tracking.

29.2.1 Radiopositioning

Radiopositioning is the processing of special signals from one or more radio transmitters at
known locations to determine the position of the receiving equipment. Although a number of
radiopositioning technologies are potentially applicable, satellite-based GPS is by far the
most popular.

GPS,which is operated by the U.S. Department of Defense, includes 24 satellites spaced in
orbits such that a receiver can determine its position by simultaneously analyzing the travel
time of signals from at least four satellites. GPS has the advantage of giving absolute position
(albeit with an uncertainty of up to 100 m forcivil receivers unless corrected by differential
GPS). However, GPS aloneis inadequate for automobile navigation because signal reception
on roadways is sometimes blocked by buildings, foliage, etc. Nonetheless, GPS is very effec-
tive for automobile navigation when integrated with dead reckoning and map matching.
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Proximity beacons provide another form of radiopositioning which is used in somevehicle
navigation systems, particularly those that also use proximity beacons for communications
purposes. Proximity beacons are devices installed at key intersections and other strategic
roadside locations that communicate their location and/or other information to receivers in

passing vehicles via very short-range radio, microwave, or infrared signals. The reception of a
proximity beacon signal meansthat the receiving vehicle is within 50 m or so of the beacon,
and provides an occasional basis for confirming vehicle position.

29.2.2 Dead Reckoning

Dead reckoning, the process of calculating location by integrating measured increments of
distance and direction of travel relative to a knownlocation, is used in virtually all vehicle
navigation systems. Dead reckoning gives a vehicle’s coordinates (X,, Y,,) relative to earlier
coordinates (X,, Y.):

x,=X,45 AX=X,4+> Al; sin 0;1 1

¥,=¥,4+5, AY,=¥,45 Al; cos0;1 1

where 9; is the heading associated with /;, the ith measured incrementof travel as illustrated
in Fig. 29.1. Dead reckoning for vehicle navigation thus requires sensors for measuring dis-
tance traveled and heading (or change in heading).

K 
ime

FIGURE29.1 Dead-reckoning formulation.

Distance Sensors. Distance measurements for vehicle navigation systems are usually made
with an electronic version of the odometer. Electronic odometers provide discrete signals from
a rotating shaft or wheel, and a conversion factor is applied to obtain the incremental distance
associated with each signal. Automobiles equipped with antilock braking systems (ABS)
already have wheel sensors that mayalso serve as electronic odometers for navigation systems.

Odometers are subject to a numberof error sources, some of which are systematic and may
be corrected in the distance conversion process. The difference in the diameter of a newtire
and a well-worn tire, for example, can contribute distance errors as high as 3 percent. The
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error in distance measurements increases by approximately 0.1 to 0.7 percent when vehicle
speed is increased by 40 km/h dueto the effect of centrifugal force on the tires, and a 10 psi
changein tire pressure can induce an error of 0.25 to 1.1 percent.

Heading Sensors. Vehicle heading may be measured directly with a magnetic compass, or
indirectly by keeping track of heading relative to an initial heading by accumulating incremen-
tal changes in heading. A numberof alternative meansare available for measuring vehicle head-
ing or heading changes. However, most have at least one drawback.Asa result, it is a common
practice to use two different types of sensors in combination to offset one another’s weaknesses.

The magnetic compass’s well-known accuracy problems due to anomalies in the earth’s
magnetic field are compounded wheninstalled in a vehicle by induced fields which depend
upon vehicle heading. Nonetheless, some form of magnetic compassis used in most vehicular
navigation systems. Compact solid state flux-gate compasses with software processes for com-
pensating errors resulting from both permanent and induced magnetism of the vehicle are
popular in current systems.

In many applications, both a flux-gate compass and a differential odometer or a gyroscopic
device are used along with a software filtering process that combines the outputs. Higher

relative weight is placed on the differential
odometer or gyro output for short-term
changesin heading and on the compass output
for longer-term trends in absolute heading.

A differential odometer consists of a pair of
odometers, one each for the wheels on oppo-
site ends of an axle. When a vehicle changes
heading by an amount© as illustrated in Fig.
29.2, the outer wheel travels farther than the
inner wheel by AD, which may be expressed in
terms of heading change and vehicle width:

AD = Da— D,=O(Re- Ry) = OW

Thus 0 = AD/W.

Several other types of heading-change
sensors use some form of the gyroscopicprin-
ciple. These range from traditional spinning
devices and gas-jet sensors to vibrating bars
and fiber optic gyros. Although more expen-
sive than differential odometer sensors, they
are much simpler to install. The fiber optic
gyro started appearing in production auto-
mobile navigation systems in 1991. Finally,

FIGURE29.2 Differential odometerprinciple. the more advanced forms of GPS receivers

also support derivation of vehicle heading.

 
29.2.3 Digital Road Maps

Although a few route guidance systems use centrally located digital road map databases, the
vast majority require an on-board database. The two basic approachesto digitizing maps are
matrix encoding and vector encoding. A matrix-encoded mapis essentially a digitized image
in which each image elementor pixel, as determined by an X-Y grid with arbitrary spacing,is
defined by digital data-giving characteristics such as shade orcolor. In addition to requiring
more data storage than vector encoding, matrix encoded mapsareill-suited for analytical
treatment such as map matching or route finding.

The vector encoding approach applies mathematical modeling concepts to represent geo-
metrical features such as roadways and boundaries in abstract form with a minimum of data.
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